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Shank you. for ^PCWT letter of 1st Jul^- (m Itf 2/6/1) aboatt the

(Mff «ing views oxprewMd toy Mr* Weamap Qadir axtdt Jfenadeur terlu

the su&Jeet ctf1 fc»is«r at th« 'BefeeaBaa iroetiag of OEUHS*

2* I nas saot sg^sayLf oonaeiettB «sf aisgr ssarlcad aeriraiw <m t/i»

l>at Sir Boger Stowats is csf oours® a asudh raore @3!jj«rlei3Oi8«i otsswnrar

1 of 12308® geti'serirjgs, IJe-reading the [fell tod King'doo reconj,

at the tdme I thought f/as a good r&fl&cM<m of ^aat took |>laoet I caaroot

hinkiKg that Mr* Qedlr* % the waj»- in nMc^t lie r^xjcrtisd • Brosident

reaarks to f?as«: <sr aJxxst relations vdth Turfe^, depejrtafl fresa his

usual high standard of tact: SHP& I n&w&D&f at the tirae havioig a curious

feeling that he isss spea.ld.ng ®s tiuxig^. ;5ine Turks were ;iot sittiiig in the
; £

sffl)» ixxxs* 1 do not think ttere was iaicfa liana la the subatajaoe erf* sfe&t

h® ©eld, but the fcra wt« rather urfortui^te and IKS tofet oontxHutxted to

the vigour of Sarlu*® evwatual rwtsartes abwit !fe®»ei* - ^ahioh read .like a.

Cto tiic otfaar httM I toifet if may of this tomlidfetos the

in paragrapt:;® 19 aai 28 c^ eta- Be*spat<ii Bo» 11 to ihich you.

refer* Si© viasr of !fea»«p «'Mdb PreoiSent A?ub is r**§>ort®d to have

expressed to the Shah aaS Br&eideoafc Be^ar (see psreisrieph 2t of GoMa*

letter .SXT 217/S/1 to Be%&tto of 10th Bfttrots) end Ik»2*illahf8 iisprossioras
/ /

S* of the flower visit (Ksapacgd telegrea lo. 593 of 2^ft April) were pretty

Mr* QsM.r ®viaeatlj 4^<3|̂  /thet he shcald encour&ge tiie t\!rks

/to

V. C.
OfTloe,
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to stier® the beaoMt* «*f the ltiatt©d rsapproctwiwtt whioh tlie

ttdnfc that tfaMgr ha^re aehiwwi with HMBMST - and paae-hape «Ktesn& it*

la the la-ooas®. In ^oing 00 he rsther f:ver»te.t©d the ca?4» fca? Ifesser

as 1 see it, -the Turfes

and,

4« X' <3oubt, , i*teth«r respect for Tutrkiah

case it i» new

aoai«at hl»t«y in vi«r .of 2w3jifs siT^nt, m moat about which the

isreipi Ml&i»1aqr «r» r«r from happy Igr tito wy« IB general the

1»|>® that 1±mre Mil b« no Drastic oiMMge is 1tefca^*«

Usst, ia th* intereat* <af GS

b® pleftsad to as® hear' cm fes^Iar t«n?se with ttsa CI»A, !i

ere foli®»l{^ Turk<^y*a arau^ple at «Ji@ nraaent is txying to

ftestar gooa r®latio«e with &ea»ml Austin of

5* I enclose three carfare ocpAas of tills lottos**

(J* a MUSH

s E g a. .̂ ..j?
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July 27, 1960

D. 1 .38 p..Q. July 27, i960
'R. 2.JU. p.n. July 27, i960

O "7.-Addressed to Foreign Office telegrari Ao. 60i of _Jul.y 2
Repeated for information to Tehran, .Ankara-aid Caving to Baghdad,
Beirut, P,O.A.E.F., Tel ,"ivivf " ashington, U. :C IS lew York, jjnman,
,:.aartoi-=m and Karaclii.

6

Ay telegran A;0. 599: Passer's Alexandria, speech.

Lasser spoke at the celebrations in lexandria on July 2
of the Aiighth Anniversary of the revolution and the Fourth
Anniversary of the nationalisation of the Canal.

A. Passer began by welcoming the presence of General Abbud
of the A'udan and the Cuban .Defence Ainister, Raoul Castro.
,LQ expressed his support for Fidel Castro's struggle for freedom
ana spoke of the battles fought by ,'jgypt during the past eight
years against intimidation and pressure. :.;gypt had not been
deceived by the false slogans of Imperialist stooges nor by
foreig/i propaganda.

"hen the Inperialists established the Baghdad Pact Auri
said that it v.ould increase the strength of the Arabs against
Israel. Nasser gad, However, realized that the Pact 'vvas
intended to destroy the independence of the .Arab nation and to
bring it v.ltiiin a foreign zone of influence. ;,den had confirmed
tnis in the Conaons in 1 955 by saying tir t the Pact had ensured
the continuation of British influence in the : iddle East. No
i:ieiiiber of the Arab nation had been deceived by IJuri Aaid's fraud
nor by the open anu secret broadcasts of Imperialism and its
stooges. Nobody could believe that Britain, v/ho had created
Israel, would help the rabs to defend themselves against Israeli
aggression or to restore the rights of the Aalcstine Arabs.

A-. Subsequently it v.as claiaied that the Baghdad Pact i/as an
Islamic Pact. This trick also failed to delude the Arabs. An
Isla-nic ;";act could not be established under trie auspices of
Britain or the united ^tates.
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Cairo telegram No, 601 to Foreign Office

5. Iran.

Iran, who had joined the Baghdad Pact, had entered the
war against the U.A.R. and Arab Nationalism, and had recognized
Israel. he Shah had announced this at a Press Conference.
Three years ago the Shall had said that the Baghdad Pact was
designed to support the Arabs against Israel. In fact, the
"hah had worked against the Arabs at the time of the Egyptian
Revolution in 1952 and ?/hen the U.A.R. was established in 1958.
He had encouraged and supported Britain during the tripartite
aggression. He was a stooge, an enemy of freedom, and a tyrant.
Ever since Disaddeq/s liberation movement > the Shah had
looked with terror at all such movements in the "rab . orld.
It was this that kept him within the sphere of foreign
influence. He had sold himself to Imperialism at a low price,
and had recognized Israel to satisfy America and his other
Imperialist masters. The Iranian people were, however, not
for sale. They would refuse to submit to Colonialism, or to
permit world Zionism to control them. \

-VJLVOVW

6. Nasser then announced the closing of the Tu.A.R. Embassy
in Tehran, (my telegram Ho. 599). This was the U.A.R. 's
answer to the '-hall's provocative act. The U.A.R. supported
the people of Iran in their fight to rid themselves of Feudalism
and foreign influence. The Iranian people had been struggling
for independence. Only a week ago the Shah had dismissed 500
officers. After the revolution against Eusaddeq he had executed
600 officers. lie might think that through Israel and Zionism
he could get more dollars and support from the United States
in order to dominate the people of Iran.

7. In 1953 the Shah had escaped to Kuri Said's Iraq, "here
was Miri Said today? There v/as Adnan Ilenderes? "vhere was
Suiirawardy? They had all gone except for the Shah of Iran.

8. The United States.

The political parties in the United States were wooing
Zionism to win the elections. If they wished to talk nonsense
in Washington this would not influence U.A.R. policy, which
was not designed by either the Democratic or Republican party.
The Democratic Party had announced that it would work for
the achievement of freedora of passage for Israeli ships through
the Suez Canal. The UVA.R. v/ould defend 'rab rights to the

/last
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Cairo telegram Mo. 601 toForeign Office

. 3 -

last drop of "blood. Sovereignty in the U.A.R. rested with
the people and did not "belong to any political party in
ashington. The Republican Party could have spoken about
the rights of the people of Palestine ana the United Nations
resolutions, "but they only remembered that which benefited the
Jews.

9. Imsser concluded with a passage on Africa (summary in
my immediately following telegram - not to all).

Foreign Office pass javing to Baghdad, V. ashing ton,
UJBIIF; Kew York, Mman, .Khartoum and Karachi as my telegrams
ITos, 23, 31, 32, 27, 4 and 2 respectively.

[Repeated as requested.]

[Copy sent to Telegraph Branch C.:1.0. for repetition
.Javing to Karachi.]

TTTTT
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Cyjte/OT* AID JffiCTSayuL

Mr. €a*©we
»* 3.U f.ffl. July 27,

27, 19^0

con

ts
Repeated for information to: ffthraa. Aatanu

and Saying tc: Baghdad. Beirut.
P.O,1.B.,F. fel A-^v. fishiugt«» U.£. lissom lew York*

'
-

telegrams Nos. 599, 601 and 602: Nasser's Alexandria

This was one of Nasser*s w©rst efforts. la his attack on
tine Shall iiis delivery was unrestrained and riolent, and MM
language that of the Cairo streets. His remarks about the
United States were only slightly sore restrained.

2* Nasser is traditionally expected to deliver a
sensational speech on this occasion. Honours had been current
the day before that he was even thinking of cancelling his speech for
lack of .suitable matter.

3* It Is difficult to say at this stage what Nasser
expects ta achieve by the break in relations with Iran or whether
Ms reaction was dictated by sheer emotion. It may well have
been the latter: I doubt in fact- whether 1m would have gone s«
far had not the Shah's statement ceese shortly before the
Alexandria speech. Miaeh will now depend on whether lie can get
other Arab States- to fellow Ms exaaple.

Foreign Office please pass Tehran and Ankara sift Saving to
Baghdad, Washington, U.K. Mission Hew York, .team and Khartoua
as my telegraias Nos. 4, 6, 24f 3̂ , 3i». 28 and 5 respectively.

[Repeated as. requested]

JJ JJ J CONFIDENTIAL
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ffBCK CAIRO TO

Glair

Crow*

60?
Jaly 29, I960

10*
11. 10

My 29» 1
JWy 29,

Repeated for information it: Tehran
a®d Savteg to: Ankara

Beirut

Nasser delivered a further speeeh on -July 28 at

2. Aft^?- defining tl» |«rt to 1» plfiyet
i& baiiaiag tte nwr socialist, cUsaocsratie and
soeiety, ias^jr a@a,im attaeioecl e@lomialisii#

he saidt sould

universities

tte
tolerate the

fast that the F.A JU ecmli proda^ jet aimaft and
G@l«ialis» and SiiEdm 1»lieved im the policy of iivii» aad

aai coald sot totar the idea of Arab aatioialisa,
mm the stumbling block to Arab unity. laving failed

direct methods of aggressi«m» sabfmrsioiL and ee@asrai«
warfare, col«ialla a^^ lim&m were relying to their paid
agents. After ref©rriiig to the HasHeadte Feferatlom i®
«ffite^)ta«His torn* as a %itish €reati<m» las^^r fao1»d a
passage im the Him sewsirs to the effect that there were
three rulers ia the Middle Bast, apart. fr« Hurt Said, it** had
soogft the destroetiom of the %yptiam ragiat. Q» of these
ms Meaderes., wl® ted been swept away* ill imperialist
stooges feared liberatta* moveaents. The Shah of Iram had
«®P^ed .lgypt at the tise of the Saes TOT* H» nas attaehet
to isperlalisa and had eoaspired apttost the Afabs by
pretending that the Baghdad fact was an Islamic pact.
How this eotild fee ©ooftrate with, and export til -to Israel
and ®p«a Iras to laanutiL aad the Mimists? Sas tte Arabs
f ouiid oat that the Islaul© pact idea was alsg a British
0reatio». Am Islamic paet wider tl^ leadership of Edem «r
Selwyn Lloyd was an absurd notion.

3. G®l«dalis» had instigated the Shah of Iram t®
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announce his recognition of Israel to satify the United Elates,
At the time of Suez the Shah had encouraged the British to attack
Egypt and had supported them at the London Conference an the
Canal. The rulers of Iran, unlike the Iranian people, MS
always been enemies of the Arabs. His U.A.R. had no choice
but to sever diplomatic relations with the Shah and feis Government.
They believed that the people of Iran would not all«w the Shah and
Ills Government to go an in tills way.

1. Israel ms composed not only of its inhabitants,, but of
world Zionism as well. It wss supported ny Britain, Prance tat
the tfedted States.. It re jspe.stntel & a«w erasai* agBdast Arab
nationalism. Israel's ambitions, represeiiting those of Zionism
and inrperialism, were botmdless.

Foreign Office pass Saving to Ankara, Baghdad, Auman and
kgtwa as w& telegraMS Bos. 8t 25# 29

[lepeatecl as recpft&ted]
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ME/398/Vz

DECEIVED IN

ARCHIVES

=8AUG1960

Naslr's Speech at Alexandria University

Cairo home service 20.00 GMT 28.7.60 (recorded)

Excerpts of Nasir's speech at Alexandria University:

[introductorypassage on the function of universities in training men to
build up the socialist, democratic, co-operative society and eliminate class-feeling
and class-differences.]

Through national unity, we expelled imperialism, achieved independence and
faced and took up the challenge of the big States. A British paper ['Daily Express']
yesterday said that since the nationalisation of the Suez Canal, the West or Imperialism
wa.s being defeated everywhere, because the nationalisation of the Suez Canal was a
lesson to the whole world on the method by which the small States could confront the
imperialist States, The paper said that they were being defeated everywhere - in Korea
and In Africa. In nationalising the Suez Canal we found ourselves confronted by
difficult circumstances. But through national unity, we succeeded in overcoming these
difficulties.

The triple aggression against our country was not an easy thing. Through
national unity we succeeded in confronting this aggression. We have confidence In
God and in ourselves, a.nd are resolved to safeguard our independence. But despite
all these victories, do imperialism and Zionism agree to let us go our owrf way.? , The
article published in this British newspaper, which represents the spirit of imperialism,
gives us the Idea that imperialism cannot allow us to build ourselves vtp»

^Naturally. Britain cannot bear seeing us produce Jet aircraft or weapons^
imperialism and Zionism cannot easily agree to let us industrialise our country. We
Imagine that under no circumstances can they accept Arab nationalism or Arab unity,
jince their principle has always been one of disagreemsnt and disunity; they divided
the Arab countries to wea.ken them...

Thair great reliance wa.s on their agents; imperialism continues to rely on
its agents. Did this deceive the Arab people? They try to depend on their old
agents, even though the number of these is continuously decreasing - they are falling
like the autumn leaves. Their number is decreasing for the simple reason that national
vigilance has reached the stage where every individual in every Arab country knows who
the imperialist lackeys and agents are and wha,t are the alms of Imperialism and Zionism,

The people of the UAR know the aims of imperialism a.nd Zionism. The anti-UAR
clandestine stations have had no effect. Rather, they have had a contrary effect.
The hostile broadcasts against the UAR have had no effect because the people have become
vigilant. Ever since the establishment • of the union between Syria, and Egypt, imperial-
ism has been trying by all means and methods to turn its spear against Arab nationalism;
imperialism believes that the concept of Arab nationalism threatens its spheres of
Influence.

The imperialist agents In Iraq established the Hashimite union in order to
confront the UAR with it. But every individual in the Arab world knew that tne
Hashimite union was of British make and not Arab-made. It is impossible for an Arab
to believe in anything of British make because, being an Arab, he would like to see
Arab-made things, and not those of British, American, or Zionist ma.ke. Whatever they
do now is known to all Arabs to be foreign-made, and no foreign-made thing can succeed.
The imperialist agents in the Ara.b world a.re foreign-made, and therefore they cannot
continue with their work; the people will wipe them out to destroy the Imperialist
foundations in this region.

In 1958, when the revolution in Iraq took place, everyone knew that the King,
the Crown Prince, and the Premier were British-made. For this reason, no one hesitated
to destroy this British-made thing. This is the vigilance of the Arab people - and these
are the dangers which threaten us. Whatever we build and however we develop ourselves, we
must always be on the alert, because imperialism and Zionism have made many attempts to
destroy us and destroy the possibility of developing our country and (each time have) failed,
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In his book on Suez, Eden says that Nuri as-Sa'id asked him to destroy Egypt
and the existing regime there because he considered that this regime was a threat to
his existence, and to the friends of Britain. In his memoirs, Eden said that there
were three other rulers in this region who asked him to take this step.

Naturally, we know that in Turkey, Adnan Menderes felt that a revolution in
the Arab world, or any revolutionary development in the Arab world, would spread to
Turkey and be echoed there. Of course, the considered this a danger to his position.
Therefore, he was one of those who asked Eden to destroy all revolutionary ideas exist-
ins in this region. During the Suea Canal [crisis] and the Suez war the .Shoh of. Iran
stood out against us. We tried in every way to forget these faults, because we respect
the people of Iran and there are old ties between us and them. But the Shah's relations
with imperialism have always had great influence on his policy. To please imperialism,
it was necessary to attack us and conspire against us in the name of the Baghdad Pact,
and, as I have said, to coin slogans in the nanni of an Islamic Pact. This coining
did not deceive any of us, because if the Shah of Iran wanted to form an Islamic Pact,
how could he co-operate with Israel, send oil to it, and open wide the gates of his
country to Israel and Zionism ? His purpose was to deceive us and include us in the
spheres of influence. This idea could not deceive the Arab people in any Arab country,
because the Arab people knew that the idea of an Islamic Pact, which the Baghdad Pact
also advocates, was a British-made idea. It is impossible for the States which agreed
to submit to Britain in the Baghdad Pact, and to accept Britain's and America's partner-
ship, to say: We are the Islamic pact. It is illogical to have an Islamic pact under
the leadership of Sir Anthony Eden, Lloyd, or any other of these people [applause].

The Shah of Iran holds a press conference, and to please America he declares
his country's recognition of Israel. Thus, he expresses his antagonism to the Arabs,
and challenges them, claiming that he wants to form an Islamic pact. Naturally, it
was impossible to face tnis challenge with folded arms. We kept silent before the
Suez Canal (crisis) and during the time of the Baghdad Pact, when we faced conspiracies.
After the Baghdad Pact, at the time of the nationalisation of the Suez Canal the Shah
incited the British to attack us, supported them at the London conference, and joined
with the 18 countries In demanding the international!sation of the Suez Canal. During
all this time the rulers in Iran were against us, and with imperialism and Zionism.
We know that the people of Iran do not accept this, because they have always stretched
their hands out to us in friendship and fraternity. We had to meet this provocation
with a similar provocation and this challenge with a similar challenge.

We severed our relations with the Shah of Iran because there was no need for
our Embassy in Iran. When we severed our relations, we were confident that the people
of Iran would not let the Shah or the rulers of Iran continue to march along this road.
The people of Iran cannot agree to be ridden by imperialism or Zionism.

[Concluding passage attacking Zionism.]

Explosions in Amman""__cr
Dama scusnMte_servle e 11.15 GMT 28.7.60

Excerpts of commentai

^"^... The Jordanian peopTe^meceiyed the news [of Iran's recognition of Israel]
with great indignation and denunciatlono**4,mperiallsm, Its agents and lackeys, and
also with great exasperation against Etas Husay><$>r his close co-operafcion with
the Shah of Iran in this policy, which conspires a®a$twtthe Arab people...^^r

The struggling Arab Jordanian people have disturbed tn8°*asents with dreadful
explosions, which occurred in Amman at 01.30 after midnight last nightntow^the building
of the Ministry of Agriculture and upset and terrified the agent rulers, who ar«a»^lways
trembling in fear of the people's wrath. Therr explosions occurred outside the cit
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MINUTES

This is encouraging. Mr. Heikal this morning
gave the impression that the interview with the
Prime Minister had been a success.

2. President Nasser's attitude on Jordan does not
seem to be £**W< negative.

3. The reference to "a flicker of interest" in the
idea of maintaining arms at a given level as between
Israel and the U.A.R. is extremely interesting,
Evidently fche State Department were throwing a fly
over the President as a result of our initiative in
discussing this idea with them. We shall be
receiving records of the Bipartite and Tripartite
talks in Washington and New York, and it may well be
that paragraph 3 of this telegram will give us the
necessary opening to suggest to the Americans that
they should take this a little bit further with the
Egyptians, so that if it comes to a U.S. /U.K. approach
to the French in due course (perhaps in December
in Paris when there may be more Tripartite talks)
we have something more constructive to put to-them
than the mere unpalatable request that they should
refrain from supplying Mirages. Nasser is quoted
as saying that the Israelis "had got super-sonic
aircraft", and it will therefore be important that he
should get the facts straight.

k» The immediately following telegram referred to
in paragraph 5 is about the Congo.

(R. Areulus)
October k, I960.

£-0

J48 53659— 4A
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B: 9.49 9.0. 0®te%er 3* 1%0
» 1960

F»r»jg^ ..Office te|e^ra ,̂.Jl6:,,,2007 .̂Af-...Qcta»er 5,
lew ferk (f®r Secretary

j
N

Repeated f©r iaf©r».ti@& to
©f State), Cair® ant Assaan.

TJ.K. Mis. lew lerfc telegram He. 952 t® yeu : metlags wi%
President Nasser and King Hussein.

The State Beparteent informed us today Hiat when the Deputy
Bnder-SeeretaFy f®r Political Affairs (Mr. Hare) sa¥ Presld«Et
lasser an SeptedMr .3® the latter had referred t© his ceBientti
nith itoe Priae Minister «i Sef tCT^ser 28. President Masser hat

out ©f Ms my t® emrsas BlejL.mge at hating bat this
a»d app*s«red gremtly impressed Toy the friendly

attitude ®f the Pt!» liaister*

2, On Jordan, President Nasser -told Mr. Hare that to hat
nothing against ling Hussein personally, but on the subject ®f
propaganda he reiterated the line that the U»A.R, m® obliged
t® hit i»ack wnen attacked. He volunteered the statement that
it TOuld not (repeat not.) lie possible for him t® meet King
ilussein while in lew York, but he commented at one point that
Iraq's cessation ©f hestile prapagaaia attaoks m the U.A.I.
had »ide it p©ssihle fer the Ujl..R. to resiproeate. Itoe State
Departaaeiit ttiought that in this reference to Iraq. President
Sasser ms imploring that similar easing of tensi©a might *e

between the U.A.R. and Jordan.

3. On «JM. supplies to Israel aad the Arab States,
President Masser bad agreed with Mr. Hare that the present
corapetitive aceruisitlen .. of modern weapons was una. sirafrle .
He saitthewewrt tfeat ^»ce the Israelis had get suferswie
aircraft he hat had t® approach the Russians. He seemed t®
sh©w a f liefer of interest in the idea ®f maintaining armments
^^M^^pMM^H^MI^M^W^WIMMMaMIMBM^^MMHMMHWIMMMMMBMVM^M. C

the line 13aat if theat a givem level «a iMitb siilcs, Ifcakirig,
Israelis would abandon their present tactics it would net lie
necessary fer the U.&JI* to seek additlemtl arms.
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5, See
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building.

2, Iass«r fcftg&a witfe a rari^p of feis visit to tfe«- United Batten**
It salt that he had felt it Mis duty n -t to leave lie
aflmw to Ito gy«at jsnilcar Fow«r$» ffe« SKiral foa
the free peoples wlio had fou^it for and won their inepenence was
more powerful than rockets wad atomic threats. This moral force had
enabled £gypt to defeat the aggression launched against her "by two
great Powers. Countries recently iadependeot should play a part in
the international scene: world public opinion had to be taken into
account by the nuclear Powers, Those countries which had adopted
ft policy of i£»«Elip®mt MS to show the world that it Sit not exist
simply for tte testers ®& lasterm ¥l«^; 89 waited, f«yst la
improve the standard of living and well being of his country sat for
the benefit of the world at large. It wanted iMefftMeim and
fmoim, tor itiidt x*ea*ea li« Istd aispW |b» go&agr of p^itiw
neutrality and non-alignment. He had 'mads all this clear at the
HBiM .Ifttiees^ If tfee w<irH remaim^l iiviieA into tas© eia^ MY
wcult Iwvi^feli- «nmi* Tte eaeistte^ of partitive amimlist States
lessened international tension. The U.A.R. did not side either
with the Eastern or the Western bloc. It sided with itself and with
those supporting peace.

2* World Zimi«k at vfeidh ttnr "tot i*s »M to 1̂  the ©apit&l hai
invariably represented Arabs as the aggressors and Israel as the

New York he had succeeded in clarifying the position
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Cypher/QTP

Mr. fright
Ho. 756
October 6, 1960

CONFIDENTIAL

FQTOIOS. OFFICE MB WHITEHALL

/39S>t 8O3 p*m. October 6, 1960
R: 9.13 F.ffi* October 6, 1960

Addressed ..to Foreim Office telegram Ho. 756 of Octoaer 6,
Repeated for information to: UKUS New York

and Saving te: Baghdad

Tel
Aamsm

Paris
Jerusalem
POMEF

2 JLsme$iate2y freeeiiag telegrams*

Nasser's speech sounded extempore. The passages about
the United Nations were rambling and repetitive and evoked little
response from the cfowt. He spoke of Mr. Menaies with great
'bitterness •

2. When he started om King Hussein, Nasser*s whole manner
changed and he dropped into the colloquial Arable of the streets.
He spoke with contempt and hatred, referring frequently to King
Hussein as "the little king, the hireling king." He appeared to
"be carried away "fey his own fervorar and t® have difficulty in
stopping. His worts were frequently interrupted fey chanting and
applause from the crowd*

Foreign Office pass Hew York, Washington, Tel Aviv and
Saving Baghdad, HQ IFAP, Paris and Jerusalem as my telegrams 53,
49, 56, 47, 23, 21 and 23 respectively*

\ : '' ~\

[Repeated as requested]

[Copy sent to Registry Telegrams Air Ministry for
repetition Saving to m BFAP].
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part of the truth. The truth began In Cairo when Khrushchev's proposal, that the UN
General Assembly should meet at heads of government level, was received with seriousness
and concern. The purpose was to build a bridge of neutralists across the wide gulf
separating East and West so that the fate of peace or war might not be in the hands of
the big Powers and so that the neutral States might be enabled to translate their
philosophy of non-alignment, which so far has been an idea and a call, into action aft-
application,"

"Thus," continued Haykal, "the invitation was sent out to the neutralists to
attend this meeting because the USA Would not be able to boycott it If the majority of
the neutralists decided to attend. In this way Russia would not have the chance to
achieve its aim of isolating the entire Western camp from the new big forces in Asia
and Africa.

"This is what actually happened. The USA gave up its decision to boycott
the meeting and Elsenhower announced that he would attend the meeting and would address
the Assembly before Khrushchev. It was also announced that Macmillan, the Australian
Prime Minister Menzies, the Canadian Prime Minister Dlefenbaker and other Western
leaders were on their way to New York. Thus the meeting was no longer for Russia alone
but for the entire world."

The writer added $ "Then came the stage of action, the stage for the neutral
States to assert their neutrality and to exercise their task of bringing the two
separated parties together and also to render Justice on matters connected with the UN
crisis. For instance, the neutral States distinguished between the UN, its principles,
Charter and organisation on the one hand, and the UN executive machinery, namely, the
Secretary-General, on the other. The neutral States announced that the entity of the
UN could not be the person of Hammarskjoeld, as the USA and Russia think,"

Haykal continuedj "President Jamal Abd an-Naslr told Eisenhower during their
meeting: The USA has a great responsibility in strengthening the UN. The organisation
slipped in 19̂ 8 when you opposed the Palestine question but it played its proper role
when you sided with right in the UN during the aggression against Egypt in 1956. The
President also proved to Eisenhower that the [?USJ stand In the Congo had exceeded, its
limits. This was exactly what the President.also told Hammarskjoeld when they dined
together."

The writer also said 5 "For the sake of elevating the word of Justice and
neutrality, the neutral States did not rush to support Khrushchev's proposal regarding
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Yesterday, at the UN General Assembly, I told the representatives of the
Afro-Asian States: When I look at you, representatives of the Afro-Asian States, I
remember the year 1956. I remember the people of the UAR as they fought in defence
of their land, country, entity and Arabdom, depending on themselves and on the free
moral power in the world, I told them: As I look at you now I tell you that I saw
and I felt that the raoral power - wfcieh in 1956 was represented in the Afro-Asian
States here in the UN in New York and in the countries of this group - was stronger
than the threat of rockets and nuclear weapons, because the atomic bomb and the
rockets are destructive weapons, but our moral power is our weapon for building,
development and reconstruction.

Brother citizens, it was with this feeling that I went to the 15th session
of the UN, With this feeling I stood up at the UN to speak. As I spoke, I felt
that I was speaking from the centre of power - the centre of the moral power which
is represented in every member of this people. I was also speaking from the stand
of the moral power which we felt in 1956 as we were exposed to aggression. I was
also speaking from the centre of the moral power which has enabled us to defeat. ,
aggression launched against us by two Great Powers, to safeguard our country and
preserve our land. It was on the basis of this logic, brothers, that I went to
New York feeling that we, the States which have only recently achieved independence,
should play a role in international policy, so as not to leave the world to the
conflicting camps, but to make the entire world feel that there are great moral
powers in this world that can impose their will and that there is a world public
opinion which receives a degree of respect and consideration that will force any
State possessing atomic bombs and rockets to take it Into consideration and with
great concern. Brothers, we want to the UN with this logic and viewpoint. In the
UN, I declared in the name of the UAR people the policy in which we believe. I also
declared our views on all international problems and matters.

Brothers, the world today is passing through an international crisis which
might lead to destruction. We, the States which have chosen to follow the policy of
non-alignment and of positive neutrality, should show the world that it has room not
only for the Western or the Eastern bloc, but also for States which have chosen to be
non-aligned and not to be against any bloc - States which have also preferred to safe-
guard peace, to build their countries and compensate for what they missed in the steam
and electricity ages, and to develop their homelands in order to establish social
justice. When we work for peace, we will be working for ourselves, to build our
country, to raise the living standard and to compensate for what we missed against our
own will, since because of the Imperialists we could not in the past years build and
develop our country to raise its living standard and establish social Justice. We
could not achieve this in the past, but when we achieved liberation we were able in
this homeland to build and work to achieve social Justice.

In the seven years since the outbreak of the revolution here In Egypt, we
have doubled the national Income from 660 million pounds to 1,300 million pounds.
Therefore we want peace, because we desire to double the national income once, twice
and three times, and to be able to face life, live the free, dignified and happy life
to which we aspire, and be able to experience the opportunities found by the countries
which achieved independence to build and raise the living standards of their people.
Therefore, when we call for peace we do so for our own sake, for the sake of our
children, and for the sake of building our country. When we call for peace we do so
for the sake of world peace, because when peace collapses in any part of the world it
will affect the entire world. If peace collapses and a war breaks out, we will not
know from which direction we will get an atomic bomb or be shelled. We want to safe-
guard our independence and freedom. We chose the policy of positive neutrality and
non-alignment, and declared that we were aligned on the side of peace and Justice and
that we were against war [applause].

Brothers, I said all this on your behalf at the UN General Assembly. I also
declared the principles and aims which we have adopted. I declared on behalf of the
UAR people our policy with regard to the people's right to self-determination, to the
establishment of world peace, and with regard to world tension and the world crisis
which followed the collapse of the Paris summit conference. I further declared on
behalf of the tTAR people that woiO A poaoe does not interest only the big Powers and
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the blocs, but all nations and the entire world. This Is because, if the big Powers
are fighting and disputing, this will affect our progress and the development of our
countries. I demanded at this meeting that, as President Eisenhower declared in his
speech that he was prepared to negotiate disarmament and Soviet Premier Khrushchev also
declared his willingness to negotiate disarmament, and as both have expressed such
willingness, they should sit down to negotiate [applause]. This proposal was an
expression of the spirit of this people.

I have read in some papers that the neutralist countries desire an increase in
tension so that they can obtain aid from both oides. However, our statements have shown
that such a view indicates incomprehension and naivete.- The countries which adopt
neutrality and non-alignment are endeavouring to prevent the expansion of military blocs.
This is because we believe that the expansion of military blocs means war. If the world
Is divided into two camps, one against another, a war becomes inevitable so that on.* of
the two camps can Impose its will. However, if we have in this world neutral countries
which have preferred to adopt the policy of positive neutrality and non-alignment, we
will then be able to ease international tension, because the world then would not be
divided Into Eastern and Western blocs. Instead, there would be countries in the world
which would align themselves only with their conscience and would say their Just word,
regardless of whether this word enraged this or that bloc and whether it was in favour
of this or that bloc. With such a Just word we would be expressing our views and those
of our Republic. We do not align ourselves with the Eastern or the Western bloc we
only align ourselves with our UAR, and - as I have already said - with peace [applause],

We had the opportunity at the UN in New York to make our views clear. It has
been said that New York is the bastion of world Zionism and that it would be risky and
difficult to go to New York. However, the American people in New York had a distorted
p'icture of us, because world Zionism has always tried to depict the Arab people as a
riotous and difficult people, and to make them [the American people] believe that Israel
is the victim while the Arabs are the ones who commit aggression. During this visit we
were able to show our real attitude, to show how Israel has usurped a part of the Arab
homeland, how such an error was committed, and how the UN abandoned its responsibility
toward Palestine and the rights of the Palestinian people. We declared our opinion
clearly and unequivocally. We said that the mistake should be rectified by erasing it,
and that matters should be restored to the state existing when this mistake occurred.
We declared clearly and frankly that we could never forget the rights of the people of
Palestine [applause]. It is obvious, brothers, that the Arabs throughout the ages have
never forsaken their rights. We shall never abandon our rights. We have been patient
and waiting to restore these rights.

Brothers, I also spoke about the struggle of the Arab people of Algeria and the
tragedy to which they are being subjected. I demanded that the UN assume its responsibility,
and I also declared that we, the Arab people, support the Algerian people in their struggle
to achieve their rights and independence, I also spoke about the principles we have upheld
since Bandung, and I said on your behalf that these principles, which we declared five years
ago, remain the principles we uphold today, and which represent the problems of today.
These are the problems with Imperialism everywheres the problems of Imperialism in the<
Congo and the mistakes committed there, how imperialism conspired in the Congo, the problems
of imperialism in Africa, the problems of the right of each people to determine its fate -
in other words, all the problems which we discussed at Bandung and which I submitted to
the General Assembly on behalf of the UAR people [applause].

This, brothers, was one aspect of the visit. There was another aspect. There
were many opportunities to meet the world leaders and to expound to them our views on world
problems and our own problems. We are aware that we have a great responsibility In regard
to our own problems as well as world problems, I met Nehru, Tito, Sukarno and Nkrumah of
the countries which call for positive neutrality. I also met Sa'ib Sallam and represent-
atives of the Arab countries, as well as Khrushchev, Eisenhower, Macmlllan and Foreign
Ministers attending the General Assembly meetings. We had the opportunity to explain our
viewpoint personally to the countries of the world. We discussed the international situat-
ion and submitted a resolution to the UN. This resolution calls on Eisenhower and
Khrushchev to meet to easo world tension. It was submitted to the UN General Assembly and
should have awaited completion of the speeches at the General Assembly, but the Assembly
unanimously agreed to Interrupt the period for speeches and to debate and vote on the said
resolution immediately [applause]. There was a great reaction to this resolution because
the whole world desires peace. Nobody wants war. The people suffered from the second
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world war and believe that any coming war will destroy -all mankind and humanity. This
resolution will be presented for debate tomorrow at the General Assembly. I can say
certainly that there have been some manoeuvres. For example, Menzies came - we all re-
oall Menzies from igfjfi - and submitted an Australian proposal to the General Assembly,
amending this resolution. In fact, the proposal or amendment presented by Australia
is an expression of the cold war in Its full meaning, because by this amendment Australia
seeks to do away with the resolution sponsored by the five States which advocate positive
neutrality and pursue a policy of non-alignment. He submitted a proposal to the effect
that the General Assembly recommends that all the major or Great Powers should meet.
Its aim is to delay the matter and make its approval unlikely. I do not think, however,
that these manoeuvres will have any effect.

Above all, we have done our duty. It would have been meaningless for us to
attend the UN General Assembly session, see this tension In the world situation mounting
daily and do nothing but sit watching and hearing statements, speeches, curses and
answers. We used to see these things there, and you here heard these things and also
used to look on. We must do our duty. What is our duty in this responsibility? It
is that we should express our views with frankness. If those people really desire to
work for the peace and disarmament they talk about, the only solution is for us to
forget the past and for the two sides to make a new start. We have, therefore,
presented this resolution to the General Assembly. Naturally there are the attempts
by Australia, and naturally we guess what Australia represents here - prevention of
the approval of this resolution by the General Assembly. We have done our duty. We,
the States that follow the policy of non-alignment and positive neutrality, have
proclaimed our views to the world. We declared to the entire world that a period of
world tension exists, that we are doing our utmost to bring about a relaxation of this
world tension, and that we are therefore presenting this proposal. We signed this
proposal and included it in a letter to Eisenhower and Khrushchev so they would be
aware of the present situation and the attitude of other States - the States which
feel that world tension and the cold war will affect them. This is because we would
become the stage and field of the cold war.

I received replies to the letters we sent - replies which have been
published. All we hope is that we can play our part towards world peace. Also, all
we are working for is not to leave the Eastern and Western blocs to fight each other
while the world and we look on. We know that this conflict will affect our future
and will affect every development plan In our country [applause]. I believe that
Arab nationalism and the Arab forces at this session succeeded in achieving a great
victory. They were able to confirm their existence. They were able to give the
whole world an opportunity to see the facts.

World Zionism attempted to portray us as savages, trouble-makers, and surly
people. I want to tell you that the people in New York, for example, expected to see
Jamal Abd an-Nasir stand up shouting and yelling [applause], a picture by which Zionism
attempts to deceive the American people. Nevertheless, they naturally found another
picture. They found a picture which truly represented this people - this free and
independent people. I can say that the picture depicted by Zionism has now faded,
and that Zionism at this time will not be able to find an outlet; nor will imperialism,
which in the past allied itself with Zionism, find any outlet for them. We felt that
the world represented at the UN regards the Arabs with respect and appreciation. I
heard these words from all those I met. I also heard this from all heads of States
whom I met. Zionism was not able to oppose us; of course it had fought us, but it
was unable to stab us or have any effect upon us.

It was natural for them to look for someone to hire, and bring him to work.
They found the little King [applause], the little King or [pause]. We all know the
little King, or the hired King, who came to New York. They hired him in New York
against us - not only against the UAR but against all the Arabs - to come and spoil our
prestige. Like those hired here to spoil a wedding or to go and [interrupted by
applause] King Husayn came to New York. Zionism, with all it said after we spoke and
after we outlined the Arabs' attitude and their prestige and strength, could do nothing,
and one day the press reported that the little King was coming to New York to speak for
Arab nationalism. Our first comment on that was: By God, they have hired him. They
hired his grandfather before him, and why then not hire him [applause]. Certainly, we
all know how they hired his grandfather In 19W. They hired him against all the Arabs,
Palestine, our honour, and our blooft and lives. Imperialist agents collaborated with
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Imperialism and Zionism, and King Abdullah then plotted against us. He represented the
danger. We learned a lesson, however. Even If they come today to hire his grandson, his
grandson will not be able to Injure us or wound any one of us, no matter what dagger they
give him [applause]. He whom they hired In igl*8 [Interrupted by boisterous applause].
Brothers, they hired the little King. The mercenary King arrived In New York and we
waited to see what he had to say. Of course, there was no hope, since the boy is like his
grandfather and his family. It is not strange if the boy grows up to be like his grand-
father. He came to Mew York to speak [mockery of King Husayn by crowd]. That man over
there, leave the microphone I

King Husayn came to Hew York and spoke at the UN General Assembly. He read 12
pages, of which five pages were against the OAR. He spoke five words about Palestine and
five others about Algeria, and In the remainder he swore at the Soviet Union and abused
the policy of positive neutrality. The capable King said, when he spoke at the General
Assembly, that there was a great danger threatening Jordan, that there was tension betweei^
the UAR and Jordan, that the UAR wanted to destroy Jordan, that Hazza al-Majall died and '
that the situation there was making his head throb, and that he had nothing in Jordan. He
has nothing in Jordan - all the throbbing In King Husayn's head In Jordan Is caused by the
UAR and he completely forgets that there is something called the Jordanian people. He
asked the people listening to him to believe him. Of course it is regrettable that an
Arab, or rather an Arab King - though he is of course considered proof of treason in the
Arab world - still it is regrettable that this Arab King should come and be hired to try
to destroy any gain Arab nationalism and the Arab nation may have achieved. However,
could Husayn achieve his objectives? Was the mercenary King able to achieve any of these
aims? I met a large number of chief delegates and each wondered about King Husayn's
speech. Every one of them showed regret and sorrow that the Arab world should embrace a
person like him, but after a little thought they said: Of course this is not new, because,
he is following in the sieps of his grandfather Abdullah and the boy is like his grand-
father. Everyone in the Afro-Asian States, the free Independent States, thought and
believed that this person, King Husayn, came to New York hired to serve the Zionist cause
and the causes of imperialism and to harm the Arab prestige created at this UN session.

Husayn was unable to achieve any aim. Why? Everyone, for example, wondered
about the murder of Hazza al-MaJali. They have levelled many accusations against us with
regard to Hazza al-Majali«s murder. However, did they imagine that the world had forgofrr
ten that Templer appointed Hazza al-MaJali as Premier in December 1955, and that the
Jordanian people, who were forgotten and whose existence was denied by Husayn In his speech,
were able within 21 hours to depose Al-MaJali from the' Premiership and make him flee froqj
Amman. These are the Jordanian people, the strong, noble and free people who did not
give Templer a chance [applause]. These are the people of Jordan, who in 1955 opposed
Templer, at that time Chief of Staff of the British Imperial Armed Forces, who could not
impose his (?will) in Amman. He could not impose it on whom? He imposed It on King
Husayn, but could not impose it on the Jordanian people, because they imposed their will
21 hours after the imposition of Templer1s will and after Husayn's submission to the wî l
of imperialism.

The Jordanian people still exist today. Some of them exist in prisons, some
are victims and some have been murdered. The Jordanian people did not agree that treason
should rule them in the past and they do not agree that treason should rule them now. The
Jordanian people will never agree to be a mount for imperialism and Zionism. Everyone I
met there knew that the Jordanian people were rebellious against the little King, the
mercenary King. The Jordanian people, who rebelled against treason in the past, are
rebelling against it now. The Jordanian people, who crushed treason in the past, are
working to crush it now. The Jordanian people are few in number and have suffered much
from tragedies and torture; thousands and tens of thousands of them are today in prison,
while the little and mercenary King believes that he can forget the Jordanian people and
deceive the world by saying that the cause of the shaking of his throne is the UAR and
not treason, or his being an agent of Imperialism or an ally of Zionism.

The little mercenary King was deceiving only one person by this. He was
deceiving only himself. He could not deceive anyone who heard him at the UN General
Assembly. The treacherous stab which the traitor directed against the Arab nation and
the UAR turned back on his treacherous chest, because all who listened to the little King
knew that he was expressing the view of the enemies of Arab nationalism and of the UAR.
This is the outcome of King Husayn's efforts In New York, and of those who hired him.
All this Is the result of their efforts. of course, we could say that there Is there
perhaps a dot of Ink, but a dot of ink can easily be removed by an eraser [applause].
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What was happening in Amman when King Husayn was speaking against the UAR in
New York and playing the role they had hired him to play? On 29th September Amman
radio, the radio of the little King, interrupted its broadcast and announced that a
pilot from the UAR had sought refuge in Amman. I heard this report while I was in
New York and did not believe it, because it was unreasonable. Any person in the UAR
or any soldier - and we are all soldiers in the UAR - prefers to die rather than trade
himself for treason and imperialism, from the President of the Republic to the lowliest
warden in this Republic [applause]. I did not believe this report and said that it
was another of King Husayn's stories. They later reported that he had landed at a
place not suitable for landing and not at an airfield. They said he would hold a press
conference and that it would be broadcast. The authorities here in Cairo naturally
did not believe this and surmised that the authorities of treason in Jordan would use
all means - which we know to be torture and pressure, the means they use against
honest nationalists - to force this sincere officer to say whatever they wanted to
save his life. The Foreign Ministry here summoned the Jordanian Ambassador and informed
him that we held them responsible for anything that might happen to this officer. We
conclude from the whole incident that the plane made a forced landing in Jordan, since
if he had actually sought refuge in Jordan he would have proceeded to Amman airport and
notified them that he was landing, and would not have landed out on a mountain or in
the desert.

Jordan radio, which earlier reported that Arab Plt-Lt. Adnan al-Madani was
going to hold a press conference at which he would reveal secrets and speak against
the UAR, yesterday interrupted its programmes to report that Lt. Adnan al-Madanl had
committed suicide. What should we conclude from this? [Crowd calls blessing on
Al-Madani.] If he was martyred, Adnan died together with his Jordanian brothers
who where martyred in Amman by King Husayn and his lackeys. It is an honour to us
in the UAR to fall as cartyrs in Amman for the sake of Ammanls cause and for the sake
of Justice, so that we give an example of manhood, dignity and honour [applause].
Adnan al-Madani could have traded himself for ironey to King Husayn, since they broad-
cast over the radio and reported that he had asked His Great Majesty, the highly
ancestored [laughter], that he be granted asylum in Jordan. Adnan al-Madanl could
have saved his life by selling himself and his conscience.

Nevertheless, he did not trade his life to betray his country. He bought
his country by his life, blood and soul. This is the Arab spirit, which exists not
only in the UAR but In all other Arab countries. It exists in Amman, and King Husayn
Is aware of that, and that Is why he shivers while speaking there [applause]. This
shivering and trembling while talking is not because of the UAR, since the UAR will
not attack Jordan; he shivers and trembles before free Jordanians who will never
accept treason or the agents of imperialism and Zionism. They killed Adnan al-Madani,
but they could not force him to follow King Husayn and King Abdullah on the road of
treason. The noble Syrian pilot Adnan al-Madani refused to follow the path of the
little King. The Junior office? a lieutenant, was more honest than the King [applause].
While the Junior officer refused to betray his country, the King betrays his. The
Junior officer preferred to offer his blood and life for his country, whereas the King
sells his country for dollars and pounds. This is the life we are experiencing. This
is the cause of tension in the Middle East, 0 Majesty King Husayn, and not any UAR
threat to Jordan or attempt to destroy Jordan.

Naturally it grieves us that Arab youths should die at the hands of treason
and treachery. It is regrettable also that it is not only King Husayn who bears the
responsibility for these actions but everyone working with King Husayn. It is not
I or the UAR who will ask him for an account, but the people of Jordan [applause],
It is the people who will ask for an account and who are capable of doing so - the
people of Jordan, who lost hundreds and thousands of their number fighting for Palestine
at a time when King Abdullah was selling Palestine to the Jews. The people of Jordan
will ask an account from Husayn and from all those who collaborate with him to create
out of Jordan a base for Zionism and imperialism.

This is the case of King Husayn, which we now set aside to return to our subject
and say that Arab nationalism is a fait accompli recognised by all the States of the world.
When I spoke at the UN General Assembly about Arab unity and said that we advocated Arab
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unity, all the United Nations - the Arab States, the Afro-Asian States and the Eastern
States - applauded. We advocate unity and Arab nationalism [applause]. Vfe shall
always work for Arab nationalism and for Arab unity. Treason is falling. The agents
of inperialism and Zionism are falling. The Arab nation is getting stronger day by day.
Every day we feel that we have become stronger than the day before through our work,
determination and will to pursue a free and independent policy. Thanks to this people
and to their strong faith and determination - this people who achieved freedom and
independence, who safeguarded this freedom and independence, who resolved to follow a
free and independent policy and actually adopted this policy - we can by the will of
God and by this people realise all our aspirations. These are: the moral aspirations -
to build our country and promote its prestige and standing; and the material works - to
build factories for development and reconstruction, to raise the standard of living and
to establish social justice. May Qod grant you success. Peace and God's mercy be
upon you.

The Death of Adnan al-Madani

Amman 19.00 GMT 5-10.60

Precis of commentary, including quotations:

"Brothers of Adnan al-Madani everywhere, father of Adnan, mother of Adnan,
sister of Adnan, colleagues of Adnan ... we have something to whisper in your ears,
we have something to say to you, we have a story to tell you.

"Let us all stand in respect for the fallen eagle, before the body of the hero
who died. Let us stand in respect and say with one voice: the eternity of Paradise for
Adnan al-Madani. You died believing in your Arab people and in the good of your people
and opposing disunity and deception. Let us stand in respect for Adnan al-Madani, who
brought about his death for a purpose which only he knows, and which only his people,
his brothers and his colleagues knou, these people who know well why Adnan chose to put
an end to his life."

Adnan was a strong eagle, a protest, indignation, a conscience, a torch, a
force and a roaring torrent. He saw things around him darkening and decided to land in
our country. Adnan was one of the strong heroes, full of vitality and optimism. He
was one of those made for sacrifice and one of those v/hose good-heartedness was exploited
by the deceivers, "and those who took to the air with the MiGs thinking that they were
bringing good to their country". He was one who was always prepared to shed his blood
for the sake of his country. He was one of those who witnessed the so-called champion
of unity sowing disunity, and the vanishing of hopes which he had struggled to realise.

Adnan was disappointed, as all Adnan's colleagues will be disappointed. He
took nis aircraft into the sky in search of the values which were trampled on in the land
of treachery. He landed here in Jordan and stayed seven days, at the end of which he
chose to put an end to his life. "He held the revolver and shot himself in order to
stop the moaning of his people in Damascus, the land of piracy and terror."

The story of Adnan al-Madani is a story of a young man who was shocked by the
disappointment in Syria, a young man who loved his people and his country and who cherished
the history of his country and his nation. It is the story of a young man who entrusted
his country to people he thought were good, people he supported and encouraged. Yet
when these people took everything into their control, they betrayed the country and
exploited it. The story of Adnan is one of a young man who saw all these shocking events.
"He flew like a strong eagle and landed like a hero and put an end to his own life to
declare by this means his denunciation and protest against those who brought disappoint-
ment and frustration to him.

"Did they hear? Did they understand? Did Abd an-Nasir and his henchmen hear?
Did Abd an-Nasir's agents and hirelings hear in beloved Syria? Did his propaganda machine
hear?" It will be enough for us if the brothers of Adnan al-Madani and the people in
Syria, with the exception of the agents and mercenaries, understand what we say about
Adnan, and if all the Arabs also understand and say with us "May God have mercy upon you,
Adnan al-Madani. and may you rest in Paradise."
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PARTIAI TEXT OF NASSER'S SPEECH

Session. Atmosphere And Reactions •<̂(:.. 11 a
3

Following is the partial official English text of
President Gamal Abdel Nasser's speech to the General
Assembly yesterday, as relayed from New York:

"...We feel there are great dangers which threaten
the very foundation on which the United Nations has
been built. This,makes it an imperative duty for all
those who have joined this Organization and who believe
in the principles of its Charter to rally together now
for its defense, since this organization is the primary
means through which the community of nations can pursue
its peaceful development and achieve its high ideals*
This fifteenth session of the General Assembly opens at
a time when international tension has increased on an
unprecedented scale and the cold war has reached a cli-
max unknown since the end of World War II, bringing with
it a serious threat to mankind and human culture accumu-
lated throughout the ages...

Communiat China, "i., I take this opportunity to
reiterate once more the desire of the United Arab Repu-
blic to open the doors of the United Nations to the
Peoples Republic of China. Our people cannot, in fact,
imagine or conceive that this door should remain closed
to a quarter of the inhabitants of our globe.,,

"Ma ske d I mpe ria 1 i a m", "...Pour years ago the Afri-
can Continent witnessed the end of one era of colonia-
lism, and the African continent witnesses today a new
form of imperialism. The aggression on Suez was the end
of unmasked imperialism, and its graveyard. Today we
find that the Congo presents us with a masked imperial-
ism, which does not shrink from exploiting the United
Nations Organization itself, in order to realize its hi-
dden designs and aims. The real meaning of 'Suez'
to liberating movements in Asia and Africa was that an
era had gone forever, an era in which imperialist forces
were able to possess and mobilize armies and launch
fleets to strike deadly blows at the liberation movements.
The Suez war has proved that the victim of aggression
has its own armies and that freedom has its supporters
everywhere in the world... Thus we witnessed after Suez
what may be called the period of 'imperialist vacilla-
tion'. It was a period in which imperialism stood per-
plexed in the midst of its designs and ambitions, and
the strongholds of freedom, the various liberating move-
ments, were able to strengthen tnemselves...

Iraq Revolution. "This period of imperialist hesi-
tation was most clearly apparent during the revolt of
the people of Iraq, When this glorious people rose to
liberate their homeland from foreign influence, we saw
imperialism, seething in anger, mass its armies and or-
ganize its fleets. When the second hour struck follow-
ing the first hour of anger, we saw imperialism awaken-
ing to the realities, finding itself uncertain, not know-
ing what to do with the .armies that were gathered and
the fleets that had been sent through the oceans.
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"When the last events of the Congo unfold-
ed themselves, they showed us how imperialism had tried
to benefit from the Suez lesson in finding for itself
an answer to its uncertainties. Thus, we saw the tide
of Belgian imperialism in the Congo fail to meet the
African wave of liberation with force; on tae contrary,
we saw Belgian imperialism, not confronting this libe-
rating movement with hesitation, but with a quick with-
drawal — or rather, an outward show of withdrawing
quickly. The reality of this apparent imperialist ret-
reat was not that retreat represented the real design,
but — as proven later by events — it was a nianoeuver
to strike at freedom, and to strike at it from behind.
Imperialism thought that the surge of freedom was but
an emotional eruption, which sooner or later was bound
to consummate itself, become exhausted and die away.

"The trial which the courageous people of the Con-
go faced — a people whose struggle we uphold and support-
was to prove to imperialism that, if freedom with its
arms and friends is able to defend herself against agg-
ression (as was the case in Suez), freedom has also its
thought, awakening and self-consciousness by which it
is able to pierce the mask of imperialism and destroy
the veils behind which it tries to hide.

"However, the greater danger that confronted the
people of the Congo, a danger which we ourselves share,
is that imperialism is trying to take the United Nations
as a mask to conceal its designs. This impeiralist man-
oeuvre today has two victims.0 the people of the Congo
and the United .Nations. It is for the sake of both, who
faoo the same danger? that we call on all who believe in
freedom and in the United Nations as the foremost way
to tho development of human society to stand together
in their defense. The United Nations went to the Congo
invited by the legitimate government of the Congo, which
was born the same day of independence and was, so to
speak, its fruition, entrusted with the realization of
two aims, to safeguard the independence of the Congo and
to preserve its national unity. The first necessitated
the withdrawal of imperialist armies, the second imposed
the necessity of removing the artificial barriers where-
by imperialism and its agents sought to disrupt the
countryTs unity and divide its people.

"In the Congo, matters should return to the situa-
tion prevalent when the legitimate government in leopold-
ville requested the help of the United Nations and when
the United Nations accepted this request with the object
of safeguarding Congolese unity."

Palestine. Referring to Palestine, President Nasser
said: flThe only solution to Palestine, just as it is the
only solution to the Congo, is that matters should be
restored to normalcy and should return to the condition
prevailing before the error was committed. The United
Nations has to bear its responsibilities towards Palest-
ine and the Arab people. This was the only solution to
the problem of the Arab refugees from Palestine. We do
not intend to solicit pity for the Arab refugees of
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Palestine, Tout we demand the restoration of the full
rights of the people of Palestine", he said.

Eisenhower-Khrus chev Meeting.._ President Nasser
proposed that President Eisenhower and Mr Khrushchev
should meet for a new attempt to solve the disarmament
problem. He said: "There is no doubt that in the pre-
sence of this large number of heads of state and world
leaders now assembled in this hall, lies an opportuni-
ty for the sake of peace. I do not think that our peo-
ples would ever forgive us if we allowed this opportu-
nity to pass without mobilizing our thoughts and our
energy in a way that insures benefits from it.

"You have heard here the words of president Dwight
Eisen.howers the President of the United States of Ameri-
ca,, who said that his country was ready to enter into
negotiations for disarmament. You have also heard Mr
Nikita Khrushchev, Prime Minister of the Soviet Union.
I wonder what we are waiting for, after those two lead-
ers, whom our peoples hold in high respect and esteem,
have expressed this desire, to ask them immediately to
embark without delay on what they have put before the
General Assembly.

"We therefore suggest that the General Assembly
recommend that the two great leaders should, under the
standard of the United Nations, meet either by them-
selves or together with whom you select among those who
are present here in order for them all to put, under the
aegis of the United Nations, guiding rules for a new
attempt toward disarmament."

Suez Canal. In a reference to the Suez Canal, Pre-
sident Nasser said: "Now you all know that the Suez Ca-
nal under Arab administration performs its role in the
service of world economy more ably and efficiently than
was the case before its restoration to the people who
dug it as a waterway for the advancement and prosperi-
ty uf the world. We faced the test of our development
and reacted to it. We have proved that, in spite of all
the difficulties we faced, and in spite of what we had
to face through trial and error, the average ĵ early re-
venue of the individual in the Egyptian region of the
United Arab Republic has increased by 70 per cent in the
course of seven years following the achievement of
our freedom."

Algeria. President Nasser told the General Assem-
bly that a,t the beginning of 1956 the French Government
had asked him to mediate for a peaceful solution of the
Algerian problem. President Nasser said that the then
French Foreign Minister passed through Cairo and they
talked, about Algeria, where the conflict was less than
a year old. "The French government asked me through its
foreign Minister", he said, "to mediate for a peaceful
solution. My answer was that I was ready to mediate to
safeguard the rights and avoid bloodshed. Nothing is
dearer to us than to reach an honourable peace preserving
to everyone the rights due to him. At the time, the
French Government expressed the wish of sending a mission
to Cairo to negotiate with the leaders-, inviting them to
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come to Cairoto meet with the French mission on its
arrival, hoping the attempt might lead to a glimpse of
hope. Unfortunately, the French mission did arrive in
Cairo, met the Algerian mission, and. then flew back to
France to consult with its government. The Algerian
mission waited in Cairo, but the French mission never
returned.

"The French Government has hampered every attempt
by the United Nations aiming at putting a stop to the
imperialist slaughtering in Algeria." He said there was
no doubt that the war in Algeria "cannot but end with the
triumph of liberty." He declared: "Today the United
Nations should perform its duty. I do not think that
we should be exaggerating in our demand if we now press-
ed for the right of the Algerian people to self-deter-
mination based on a plebiscite carried out under the
supervision of the United Nations*"

President Nasser said the French Government imagin-
ed that "with its guns it could change the will of God
who made of Algeria part of the African continent and
made of its people- part of the Arab nation. Yet France
tries to make of the land of Algeria a geographic exten-
sion of France and of its people an enslaved dependent
people, Hespite all the endeavours of the free Algerian
Government, which expresses the determination of the Al-
gerian people and which symbolises independence for its
free people — despite all the endeavours of the Algerian
government to reach a peaceful solution, all these att-
empts have not reached a positive result,"

Oman.., "In all that and in other matters, particu-
larly in the deplorable problem of racial discrimination
and in the struggle of the Arab people in Oman and in
tho Protectorates in Southern Arabia, the United Nations
must recall its existence so that it may impose this
existence as the only concept of peace based on justice."

Bandong & UN. President Nasser called on the Gen-
eral Assembly to adopt the principles and rules of the
1955 Afro-Asian conference at Bandong "as an expression
of the unanimous will of all the peoples in the world."
Referring to the United Nations itself he made these two
observations; 1. We sometimes feel that there is an att-
empt on the part of some big powers to look upon the Uni-
ted Nations as a tool they can use in the cold war." Such
a way of looking at the world organization was an "illusion"
and must be discarded, he added. The United Nations was
not for one country or another, it was not for one bloc
against another. It was not for one camp at the expense
of the other. Its voice should always be on the side of
truth, because truth was freedom and freedom was the road
to ;peace. 2. Some of the delegations here for the session
haci not met "with the spirit and understanding which, in
our consideration, should have been extended to them,"
"We believe", President Nasser remarked, "that the United
Nations is fortunate to be here enjoying the hospitality
of the great American people, but we equally believe that
it is an honour for the American people to be the host
of the United Nations."
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P.Ô M.E.F. U.K.iel. Iic«si&
Moscow

President lasscr delivered a forty-minute speech t©
the National Asstmblj in Cair© ©n Oct®ber 12.

2. Hasser feegan "by reviewing the preliminaries t© his
attendance at the General Assembly, and in particular his
c®nsttltati©ns with ©ther neutralist leaders. He then gave
an acc«mt ©f his activities at the General Assembly,
noting the cordial reception given to the U.A.R. delegati@a
in lew York and the failure of Zionist attempts to frustrate
his mission of peace. After summarising the main points in
his speech t© the Semeral Assembly ©n September 17, he gave a
brief account of his discussions with Heads *f Govermaemt.

President Siseahower .

3. He had exchanged views with President Eisenhower
•n international issues. He had expressed the faith ©f the
U.A.R. in the United Natians and explained what the U.A.R.
considered t© be the Mistakes c@»itted by the United Nations
in the Gong®. He had thanked President Eisenhower »n "behalf
«f the U.A.R. for the stand of the United States during the
aggression against Igypt i* 1956. He had expressed regret
that Israel was a permanent »bstacl« to a r&ppriicliemeat between
the United States and the U.A.R. and had referred t© arms
"being sold t© her "by the United States. The- American

/Secretary of State
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Secretary ©f State had remarked that the United States provided
Israel with defensive arms only. Basser had then told President
Eisenhower that theyteth knew from their past military experience
that it was impossible to differentiate between defensive and
offensive arms. Finally, they had discussed Africa and he had
stressed his anxiety to keep the cold war out of that continent.
The meeting with President Eisenhower had been frank ami cer.Aial
and was a constructive step towards friendship between the U.A.I.
and the American People.

Mr. Khrushohey.

1. His two meetings with Mr. Khrushchev had given him an
opportunity to renew an.old friendship based on mutual respect far
each other's views and ideologies. He had felt Khrushchev's genuine
desire to find a basis for peaceful co-existence and his regret
at the circumstances which had brought about the failure of the
Paris conference. Turning t© relations between the two countries,
Nasser had alluded to the crisis which had clouded these relations
in 1959. The crisis hat emded with an attempt by each side t©
understand the point of view of the other. The friendly relations
between the U.A.R. and the Soviet Uniom were an excellent model
for relations between countries of varying power and different social
systems.

Other Neutralist Leaders.

.5. He had had several meetings with President Tito, Mr. lehra.
President Soekara© and President Hkrumah. Their deliberations
had been aimed at finding a way in which neutralist States could
exercise their responsibilities. These deliberations had crystallised
in the five-Power resolution.

ffrT Macmillan.

6. "I net Mr. Macmillaa twice, he visited me at the U.A.R.
Permanent Delegation Headquarters and I returned his visit. Cur
talks were divided int© three parts, the International situation,
the Middle East situation and the relations between the tw©
countries. Mr. Maddllan explained his country's attitude on all
these issues and I explained the attitude of ay country. I did
mot hide anything because I had nothing t© hide. U.A.R. policy
can be sunmed up in one word "freedom," and U.A.R. diplomacy
in ©ne word "truth.""

/Fidel Castro
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Fidel Castro*

/.His two meetings with Fidel Castro i?ere friendly and
they had discussed revolutionary experiences in their tw©
countries.

S.Nasser had als© met several leaders and members of
delegations of Arab, Asian, African and European countries.
He had "been unable to see Seksu T@ur̂  "but le@ked forward t®
a future opportunity ©f meeting Mm.

9.1asser then sp©ke of the five-Power resolutidi, sayiBg
that the fact that it had not toeen passed was n©t important.
It had united neutral countries as a power advocating peace
and had been supported toy forty-one delegations.

10. In conclusion, Hasser referred briefly to Kimg Hussein*s
speech t© the General Assembly. An attempt had been made
"by an imperialist agent t® attack the United Arala Republic.
This attempt had failed. The whole world had seen that the
U.A.R. had refrained from raising in New York the point that
imperialists still used agents against their ®m countries
and their people's aspirations. Those whose thrones
derived from the bayonets of imperialism could only serve
those bayonets.

Foreign Office pass to Washington, U.K.Mis. lew York
and Saving to Baghdad, Moscow, Paris, U.K.Del. l.A.T.C.
HQ. B.F.A.P. a s uy telegrams Nos. 54-, 61, 53, ̂, 23, 23 amd
24 respectively.

[Repeated as requested and copy sent to Air
Ministry Segistry Telegrams for repetition Saving
to HQ. B.F.A.P.]
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CONFIDENTIAL

FROM CAIRO TO FOREISN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AM) WHITEHALL
DISTRIBUTION

Mr. fright
N®. 785 ' D: A.,31 P*»- October 13, 1960
October 13, 1960 R: 5.34 p.m. Oct@ber 13, 1960

CONFIDENTIAL

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 785 of October 13.
Repeated for information to ?lashlngt©n UKMIS New Y@rk

Amman
And Saving to Baghdad Paris

Beirut UKDEL NATO
Tel Aviv HQ. BFAP
P.O.M.S.F. UKRep. Nicosia
Moscow

,;• V*
**

My immediately preceding telegram: Nasser*s Speech to the
National Assembly.

Nasser's speech, read from a prepared text in Classical
Arabic, was moderately worded. The tone of his remarks about
President Eisenhower was cordial and it is interesting that he
should have mentioned the rift between the United Arab Republic
and the Soviet Union in 1959. The reference to King Hussein was
brief and free from abuse. He did not mention the "martyr"
Adnan Madani.

2. His account of his talks with the Prime Minister was
laconic and gave nothing away.

Foreign Office pass Washington and UKMIS New York as my
telegrams N©s. 55, 62 and Saving Baghdad, M®sc@w, Paris, UKDEL
NATO and HQ. BFAP as my telegrams N@s. 54, 5, 24, 24 and 25
respectively.

[lepeated as requested, and copy sent to Registered
Telegrams Air Ministry f©r Saving repetition t®
HQ. BFAP.3

CONFIDENTIAL
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Under tenner headlines such as "Our Battle Against
Imperialisa Has Hot toiedw all papers teiaj report President Hasser's
speeck to tlie croM ©n Ms arrival at Latakia yester«3ay.

2. 13a« main theae of the speech was tho struggle of
nationalisa, particularly in Syria, apiinst imperialisB, Zionism
and their agents. Hie Arab nation hud always defeated iaperi*lis»#
which had focused its efforts ©n Syria, but the battle would never
end. ImperialiOT and 2i®nis» were pledged t© fight the Ara^te nati«n
in order t® dominate it and enable Israel to expand. %.ey relied
on the base weapons *f stages and treachery. The Arab people
were pledged to realize Arab unity aat to strengthen their natiaiu
They would almys detect imperialist stooges arid would work for
independence, freedom and unity* The battle against imperialism
and SionisiD WES now more ferocious than it had been some years ago.
Syria had always been the syafcol of Jxmbiou When the U.A.t. was
proclaimed, imperialisa tried to counter it through its stooges »
by proclaiming the Hashemite Union. The Arab nation stripped the
Teil from these lapeidalist agents. He life &f stooges was siasrt
as demonstrated by the fate of Nuri Said and Abdud Ilah.

3. Nasser then spoke at length about imperialist atteapts to
spread rumours that the Syrian region was disunited and opposed t®
the Union. He did not know what imperialist broadcasting stations
would say abtiit his arrlwl in Latafcia, tat they would no doafet
fabricate stories as they had done in the past. In common with
the Zi®nist and imperialist Press they would rep®rt disunity and

/crisis
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t® foreign

- 2 -

crisis in tlie Syrian region. 1t»se aethods would fail because
the Arab people were now alert . !ttey could see why imperialism
and its stooges, the hireliBg King aM otters* atopted these
Arab nalionalisM had shaken tile struc'tore of imperialism and Zionist
and the f rentiers ©f tke W»i*l* had teen iram by the Aral people,
not in London or Paris. Tlie pr®cl»aati02i ©f tbe UtA.R, was signed
in Da»asciis ani Cair© a©t l>y Britain ©r Frsuace. tfee imperialists
and their stooges tead since tried to mndermine the O.A.R. T3iis
was the hope of the Mriling ling, of Ben Qari»ii and of Mrs. Heir.
They were trying to c©nvinoe the Arab pe@ple tlatt the call for
Aral nationalism and ixnity was evil, and were fabricating campaigns
of poisoned Twoadeasts and inspired articles in hired newspapers.
But the U.A.R. was Btrching to destroy imperialism, its stooges
and £i®nisa» and to establish Arab uationalisu and Ara"fe unity.

f®reign Office please pass Saving t© Baghdad, Beirut,
U.K. Mission lew York, Washington, Sel AviT, Jerusalem and POSBF
as my telegrams los. 55» 108, 48, 59, %» 28 uad 89 respectively.

[Bepeated as requested]

AWAIiCE

Sir B. Stevens.
Mr* M&reU.
Head of Levant BepartMcnt.
lead of lews Department.
lesident Clerk.

unum
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FROM CHRP TO FOREIGN. OFFICE

Sn Glair

Mr. Wright

Ho. 796

FQRSIG-H.QPPIQB MP

D. 11A2 a.m. October 16, 1960

R. 12.̂ 0 p.m. October 16, 1960October 16, 1960
PRIORITY

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram Ho, 798of October 16.
Repeated for information to Amaan •

Tel Aviv
• '\ UKMIS Hew York

''' Washington
C and Saving to: Baghdad

J&*4 Jerusalem
I .Paris

>. 7% (nc

BFAP

Beirut

DEDEL NATO
UKREP Nicosia

telegram Ho. 7% (not to all) . President Nasser's
speech in Latakia. Nasser delivered two public speeches in
Aleppo yesterday.

2. Nasser began his first speech with an attack on Imperial isa,
Imperialist stooges and Zionism. In 1955 the Jordanian people
had defied General Templer, the hireling King and Hazsa Majali,
Despite artificial barriers the spirit of the irab nation had
never been divided. Broadcasts and fabrications by Imperialism
and its stooges were the echoes of the march of Arab Nationalism
which dated from the Syrian struggle against the French. In 1948
King ibdallai had sold Palestine to Zionism, Aral) solidarity had
oollapsed :: auQ Colonialism and Zionism had triumphed. But the Arab
people had killed Abdullah, Abdul Illah and other traitors and had
thrown their bodies to dogs and vultures. The remnants of British
and French satellites were still trying to defy the U.A.R. These

were slaves and their fate was obvious.

3, Turning to Israel, Nasser said that the Zionists had tried to
distort his appeal for a meeting between President Eisenhower and
Mr. Khrushchev by suggesting that he, Hasser should meet Ben Gurion.
The two suggestions were not comparable. Israel represented crime,
aggression and collaboration with Imperialism and its stooges. The
Israeli appeal for disarmament was an attempt to deceive world
public ©pinion. In 1948 the Arabs were prerented from getting
arms while Israel g©t tanks and modern artillery from Truman, the
Zionist stooge, and from the Imperialistic countries which wanted
to destroy Arab nationalism. The people of the U.A.R. were not
on the alert against Israel, Imperialism and its stooges. The

/0.A.R.
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ffairo telegram H®. 798 to Foreign Office
- • • -*2-

The U.A.R. had triumphed in its battles against the Baghdad Pact
and the "tripartite aggressian1*. Nuri Said was dead, AUnan
Menderes on trial and the hireling King would not escape his doom.
Free countries survived by stooges and traitors were bound
to vanish.

<l. lasser opened his second speeeh with a long account of the
victory of the United Arabs ©ver the crusaders. Reverting to
the present day he said that irab Nationalism and unity stood
for truth, freed* and liberation from Imperialism and its
agents.. The U.A.R. was emancipated from Imperialist control
"but Imperialism was still trying to divide the Arab nation.
It was trying t© find new stooges to replace those destroyed by
the Arab nati@a. The Arab people were aware of the methods of
the agents ©f London, Paris and the United States. The U.AJl.
was pleased when Imperialism anci its dogs attacked it. The
attacks of Imperialism meant that it was in the last ditch and
was trying to safeguard its existence by attempts to harm Arab
unity.

Foreign Office piss UKUHS New York, Washington and Saving
t® Baghdad, Beirut, Jerusalem, POlffiP, Paris, UKEEL NATO, B̂  BFAP
and DKREP Nicosia as ny telegrams Nos. 63, 56, 56, 109, 29, 90,
25, 25, 26 and J* respectively.

[Repeated as requested. Copies sent to Air Ministry f©r
repetition Saving to Hi BFAP and to Colonial Office for repetiti©n
Saving to UKREP Nicosia Jf

HHH
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FftQK. CAUO fO TOEIffif OFFICE

Cyplier/OTP POHEIfig... OFFICE AS)

Mr. fright
H+...799
October 16, 1960

BISTRIBTOCB

D: 12.01 p.rn, October 16, 1960
I: 12,29 p*m» October 16, 1960

Miressedt©,F»eii3i.Office telegram It.. 799 of October 16.
RepttftM'f*?'lBf*mati«a t©i Aiwan • BKUZS New Y@rk

Tel Aviy Iaskirngten
And Saving te: Baghdad Paris

Beirmt OHM, HATO
v Jerusalem BQ. BFAP

P.O.M»E,F. IEREP lieasiav

My jusmediately preceding telegram.

¥asser*s spc'eefeas in Al«pp».

B®th speeches icre l®ag» repetitive and tmres trained, I&sserfs
language mis mere violent than in Latakia and contained nmch direct
aliise ®f Kiig Hosseiii tM Biltish tnci French Ispertalism, He is
due to speak in Hams and Hama today on his vsy to Damascus.

Foreign Office pass fel Aviv, UKMIS lew Toi±, Washington
Saving t© BagMad, Beirut, lerasalfiii, P.O.M.E.F., Btris, UKDEL
IATO, 1Q. BFAB aM tESEP lisosia as isy telegrams H©s* 62, 6if 57,
57, 110, 30, 91, 26, 26, 27, and 5 respectively,

[Repeated as re<p«stet]

[Copies sent t® Air liaistry for repetition Sâ lmg
BFAP amd t© Colonial Ctffice for repetition Saving to
Nicosia],

to
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Me. B91
icteier 17, 196©

CAIRft T® FflJSIQI

, 1,§2

ANB

17,

<f

I V£^K\I Vj.

Addressed to Ftreien @f flee telegram He. 8ei ef
Qctolier 17. • •
Ifcfeatit £er information te AMWIU ...,
AM S&TiBg ta U.K. Mission lew York, Washington, Tel Aviv, Baghdad,

My telegram It, 799s Nasser in Alepp*.

Nasser, wh® made speeches 1m 1ms and Kama yesterday,
is n*w in full f l»»d* The greater part of his speech IB Hama

tev*t«4 te & vicleat an& »mimi*Tis attack »n th« "hirelimg
lisseia tn4 n|s "ftritisfe mAst«rsw» ie rtferiti fr«qjitfttly

t© the faTericatians «f the lerwidcasting stations ef the enemies »f
the AralB nation and recalled the fate «f King AMallah and Null Said,
etc. He accused King Hussein «f trying t» •rganlze sabotage
Syria and refuted his remarks in Ms L«nd*n Press Ceaf erenee
Adnan Ifadani. "Hussein was nursed with the milk «f Britain and
brought up la the 1ws«m »f imperialism."

2. HMterf8 spe«®h in Hems, nfoieh was eeucheA la egpally
unrestrained language, was concerned mainly with the Syrian struggle
against French Imperialism, although he alse included attacks em
Jordan, ie is due in Damascus today.

Fareign Office please fa&s Saving te Tel Aviv, O.K. Mlssiem
New Y«rk, Washingten, laghdad, Jeirut, Jerusalem, P.Q.M.E.F., as
*y ttltgaurs Mm. 37t ̂ t 6©» 5®t Hit 51* AD* 92

[Repeated as requested]

EESEEEE

C1NFIWTIAL
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Mr. Writfit

It*.
October 18, I960

1« 12.§f p*m. Qatrter
1* 1*33 P.». Octolser 18,

. t® Foreign Qffjce telegram No* 8C&
October 18.
Repeated f«r inf oiwutiftn t« Anuu*
And Saving t» BafhdfLd, leirut, Tel AYiY, Jerusalem, Washington,
U.K. Mission Hew York and P.0.14.E.F.

telegram Ho* 801: Nasser in Syria.

Nasser's speech in Samascus yesterday included all
the .familiar attacks en King Hussein ami imperialism.

t» Serraj aftenrards announced that the Syrian authorities
had foiled a Jordanian plot to explode two lorries loaded with
dynamite amongst the crowd while Nasser was speaking.

Foreign Office please pass Saving to Baghdad, Jerusalem,
Washington, U.K. Mission New York as my telegrams Nos. 58, 32, 61,
50.

[Kopeated as requested]

CONFIBEKTIAL
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irernment in order to prevent the indigenous sons of Aden from assuming posts held by
these->£oreigners. All this Is done by the Aden Government in order to keep its fifth
column Iĥ aT̂ k̂ ieIds of life in Arab Aden and' to exploit these foreign elements in liquid-
ating the eritityc*-4den and ̂effacing its Arabism.1 This is Britain's aim and this we
must face with greatervTtgilance, caution, solidarity and unity, for nothing serves the
purpose of imperialism betterthanto find the nationalist forces facing it in groups and
sections conflicting, with each otheraiwi^tabbing' each "other in the back,

All differences must be settled and all~&itlgU3ns must equally rally around the
axis of the public Interest and national aims. With uM/Cŷ nd solidarity the Arab people
in Aden can resist Britain's plots to bring about the predominan&w-̂ of foreign elements in
this Arab country. With unity and solidarity the Aden Arab people carT-̂ ace Britain's
plots to isolate them from the rest of the Arab people in the gpeatfir..J,rat> he
Unite, unite, free sons of Aden, for victory will be y6û .s if SfoiiEmnilHUiStt the strug
for freedom and sovereignty.

ft** S.u. fi
i

Nasir's Speeches in Syria

ARCHIVES

1960

(a) Damascus and Cairo 15.20 GMT 15.lO.6o (relay)

Precis, Including quoted passages, of speech by Naslr ^M~^Tcie"TSSTSaKy"of the Aleppo
Guest Palace:

Compatriots: I am happy to meet the youth of Aleppo, You brethren and
youths are the fortresses on which we depend in the northern part of your Republic.
Aleppo has always been the strong fortress of Arabism and Arab nationalism; Aleppo
was not content to defend itself, but used to send reinforcements to the Arabs every-
where, and struggled beside them in the cause of their freedom and Arabism,

When Egypt was subjected to invasion by the Crusaders in the 13th century, your
valiant city hastened to support your brethren in Egypt, and sent an army from Aleppo to
Egypt to stand side by side with the Egyptian army and repel the invaders-and aggressors.
Arab nationalism triumphed and the aggressors retreated. In those days Syria and Egypt
were united, and this union became a power for the Arabs, The army of Aleppo and the
army of Syria remained in Egypt to defend it against the aggression of Europe and the
Crusaders, The Christian and the Muslim Arabs stood side by side to struggle here in
Aleppo and there in Egypt.

This is our history, brethren. We have defended Arab nationalism and the Arab
spirit, and we are always ready to defend them; we were born to defend and respect our
Arabism. We were subjected to aggressions in the 8th, 9th, 10th and llth centuries;
European Imperialism wanted to establish sectarian feelings among the individuals of the
Arab nation. The European imperialists, calling themselves Crusaders, kept attacking us
for about-a hundred years, trying to dominate and divide us and cause communal strife.
The kings of Europe allied themselves and gathered funds and armies, but they were unable
to defeat us either by the use of money or arms. By our belief in ourselves and our
Arabism, we were able to defeat them. In talking today about Arab nationalism, we talk
of a profoundly-felt mis&lon; and we were not deceived [then] by the sectarianism which
the Crusaders disseminated among us.

The Christian is an Arab and the Muslim is an Arab, and all believe in the creed
of Arabism. The Arabs in this area have been united; we have been able to put an end to
communal strife, because'we believe, that we arfe Arabs 'first of all. Religion belongs to
God; the homeland to every citizen. Our belief has been in this. And that was why
neither Prance nor Britain was able to infiltrate into our territory. When we preach
Arabism arid Arab unity, we only say what our forefathers said. We call for Justice and
for fceddffig; for the protection of our homeland and our country; for the liberation of
our country from imperialism and from imperialist agents. Imperialism wanted to bring
about the disintegration of the Arabs, and to establish distress and ill-will among us.

Where are we today? We have emerged victorious from every battle we have
fought. And why? Because we are fighting for a Just cause. We have the right to
consolidate our independence and raise the banner of Arab nationalism. We fight for
freedom, social Justice, and the socialist, democratic, co-operative society we cherish.
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"When Imperialism .found that the people had triumphed once again; and that
the veteran agents on whom it had depended, such as Nuri as-Sat Id and Abd al-Ilah, had
been eliminated, it tried to find agents and proteges. But there is no price for
agents and proteges - for how long will these agents live? The agentts life is always
short, because the people drive him out and put an end to him. The immortal and ever-
lasting life is that of this people, the original people; there is no life for the
agents and the imperialist lackeys; there is no life for imperialism and its Influence
in our country." For this, we struggle,

"If the agents of London, the agents of Paris, and the other agents who
receive dollars from America, operate against our country, what shali we say to them?
Or what shall we do to them? We will tell them that we understand these methods, and
will not be taken in by them." The Arab people understand all these methods. No
matter how strong imperialism is, when we see imperialism and the dogs of imperialism
attack our Republic, we say to ourselves that we are developing in the right way, the
way laid down by the Arabs for several decades, Whem imperialism and the dogs of
Imperialism attack us, we know that their days are numbered. This means that Arab
nationalism is having its effect everywhere in the Arab world.

We work to develop ourselves, and to be the beacon we were in the past. The
things taking place in this Republic fill every citizen with pride. We are building
up and industrialising our country to make up for what we have missed; Syria used to
be a centre of activity and trade. " Imperialism wanted to put an end to us - but we
put an end to it. We are striving to build this Republic into a beacon for the Arab
world in all aspects of life. As we build, so our Republic will become stronger.
This is our course, and our right for which we call. May the peace of God be with you.

(b) Cairo home service 21.00 GMT 15.10.60

Excerpt of reportt

„», President Jamal Abd an-Naslr spoke to the members of the National Union
in the Aleppo Governorate and told themj I should like to say that on our next visit,
God willing, we shall hold a grand meeting of the members of the National Union - for
this visit is a short one. The President said! We depend on you in building this
union. The people also- depend on the National Union since it is the means of achieving
their objectives and of defence for themselves. Having brought the National Union into
being we wish to try it out as an active means of gathering all the people together in
national unity for the achievement of objectives,

I alone cannot achieve all objectives; nor can SsrraJ alone, in his capacity
as secretary of the National Union, achieve these objectives. The nature of the work
calls for all of us to co-operate and sacrifice everything for the sake of our country.
You members of the executive committees will be held greatly responsible for making the
union a success, and for seeing to it that it represents all the citizens. The President
also said that every person in this society could be a member as long as he was loyal
to his country and homeland.

The President added that, once the national income had be.en raised, we should
be able to achieve a society where happiness and prosperity prevail, I hope, he said,
that on the next visit I shall have the opportunity of meeting the largest possible
number of National Union members in villages and in towns.

President Jamal Abd an-Nasir also addressed the members of the executive
committee of the Idllb National Union, and asked them to co-operate loyally with the
Government for the realisation of the major objectives at which we aim. President
Jamal Abd an-Naslr further received members of the Palestine National Union and made
a speech to them. Be saidj The National Union is always your way to real unity; and
there will be no benefit if Palestine is not restored. There is no need for, nor is
there any use in bickering or disputes, because the first objective is the restoration
of the rights and prestige of the people of Palestine. We do not want them to depend on
aid and sacrifices} you should deny yourselves, and you should make sacrifices, Zionism
wants to put an end to you, and it is unavoidable that you should decide on your own unity.
Separation and division had their effect on us in the past - even before the year 19̂ 9,
There was the year 1936; and the year 1925, when the Palestine people were in revolt.
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Division will do away with achievements and victories; the National Union should prevent
every kind of exploitation and deviation, Deolation can be found in every society, and
our duty is to prevent this deviation*

Concluding his speech, the President saidt The Arab people will never forget
the right of the Palestine people, A great duty and difficult task rest upon you. I
wish you success*,*

(c) Damascus and Cairo home service and "Voice of the Arabs" 08,48 GMT 16,10,60 (relay)

Precis, including quoted passages, of speech by Naslr from the balcony of Hamah Government
Houset . . ' -

I am happy, compatriots, to meet you, the people of Hamah, who are working to
build their Republic, and to raise high the name of Arab nationalism and Arab unity. On
ray way here, I saw all the people of Hamah, and I saw in them a people resolved,

"Yesterday, brother compatriots, I heard of what was broadcast by Israel and of
what was broadcast by Amman radio - God pardon me, the radio of the mercenary king [applause].
The people of Amman disavow that radio. What did Israel way, and what did the radio of
the mercenary king say about these meetings held by us, the people, to discuss our affairs
and to express our feelings and emotions? [Applause and cheers],

"Israel radio said that we were meeting the people of the Syrian region to force
inspiration into them, Israel radio lied. When I meet you, I derive Inspiration and
strength from you, because strength is of the people [applause and cheers]. What did the
radio of the mercenary king in Amman say? The radio of the mercenary king In Amman said
yesterday that Abd an-Nasir refused to reply to Husayn, master Husayn, our master Husayn,
at the UN, But the radio of the mercenary king forgot that in this we showed our
detestation - because we know on whose behalf the mercenary king speaks; he speaks on
behalf of imperialism and Zionism, The radio of the mercenary king said that Abd an-Nasir
preferred to address the rabble and the riff-raff rather than the international rostrum.
This means that this people in front of me are the rabble and the riff-raff. This is
how the little king understands things) he considers the people rabble and riff-raff.
But we consider ourselves part of the people. If the people are rabble and riff-raff,
then the President of the Republic is one of the rabble and the riff-raff" [applause and
cheers].

We are all equal, and enjoy equal opportunities. To the mercenary king and
his radio, who say it does not become presidents to address the rabble and the riff-raff,
we sayt "We are not occupants of thrones; wa did not beg thrones from Britain; we did
not ask Britain to defend our throne," We revolted, and In this revolution we expressed
the wishes of the people; we are not masters, but servants of the people. That is the
difference between the reactionary mentality and the mentality of our Republic,

The reactionary mentality which divided the people into masters and slaves has
gone for ever. Where are these masters? They have been destroyed under the feet of the
peoples, Where is Nuri as-Sa»id, Abd al-Ilah, or King Abdullah? "Where are those whom
Britain Installed on the territory of the Arab nation, to create on the Arab nationis
territory a society of masters and a people of slaves? The people have sworn that there
shall be no slaves? we are.all masters," The people revolted in Syria, Egypt, Jordan,
Palestine, Iraq, Lebanon, and elsewhere to break the shackles and the fetters, and to
establish political and social democracy,

"The people have triumphed, brother compatriots, because when, after the first
world war Britain drew up Its plans, it decided to instal the Hashimite dynasty in Syria,
Jordan and Iraq, and to instal Zionism in Palestine, But where Is the Hashimite dynasty
in Syria? Where is the hashimite dynasty in Iraq? Where is the Hashimite dynasty in
Jordan? Only the mercenary king remains. The king who is today running away from facing
Us people, and who says everywhere that he wants guarantees against the revolt of his
people! and that by the ideas and views it broadcasts, the WAR is instigating the people
against him. But the views we express, brother compatriots, are views that emanated from
you, and have been adopted as watchwords for you, 'When we call for the establishment of
of social democracy, we are only borrowing your ideas. The country belongs to all; the
homeland belongs to all; the Arab nation belongs to its members. These are not new ideas
and watchwords.
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c

and

[cheers and applause].

After the establishment of
radios to break up the peopled ranfcs; and lt. agents succeed*.*

.The mercenary king sent 30.3
railways and border villages. He Ĵ 1'™ creatlng troubles and chaos in
imperialist master imagine that he «"*«*£ Bothers? Four of the soldiers
the TUB. But what has •J1*̂ ^̂ 'â t̂ Hp...ton against this region
he sent to the Syrian regions borders <££? * ̂  men he sent equipped
nave surrendered. We succeeded in capturing to ^ ̂^ ̂  they sald

with explosives to blow up railways. Whe w P ^ thls misgion.
they were sent against their own £»««£ I £*, brothers, is the situation
They spoke of torture and terror in Jord an. »̂ J ca out lti orders.
to the mercenary kingts country setj* by *̂ lfl ̂  „ work for the
The difference between us and the agents or e i
entire Arab nation and our Republic.

Bwiat did the mercenary King
nis .asterŝ  The mercenary king said
ai.Madani, landed in Jordan on a
that Adnan al-Madani tried to blow
that they had succeeded in seizing him
this statement, compatriots, it is
himself up - for earlier the y said he ̂̂
stand how Adnan could try to blow up

W38 Wll, seeking «Wto/2^ en a
of the beliefs we entertained from *£**« he had sought refuge with
lo.t hero. From the first moment <*ey said ^ ̂^ ̂  & memb

Husayn, the master Husayn We ̂^^e and meroenary. We said this
of the UAR seek refuge with an imperialist » a Jordanian rulers
immediately. But the radio of the •"°£%£ ̂ \he meroenary King. We
persisted in saying that Adnan h* Ĵ  »££ W

to cover up their scandals,
that time would prove how these agents lie declare

He also said
in the aircraft, but
from doln6 so. From

rcenary king has tripped
^ Jordan. we cannot under-
l̂pment in hls aircraft if he

™ * J the correctness
Lent about the tragedy of this

[applause and cheers].

Thls is why we have confidence in̂ ur young

wrong; they can deceive no ™^»*^ fê rought up on
their wrong doing for long, although »hey ^̂  oouia not llve

and nurtured in the lap of imper^ ̂alism. Despite a , ̂ ̂  ̂
long. By their statements and their own wor * gacrlfloe their blood and

and the Republics young men
 wer%pr°udf̂

0™/r y
ihls is the people, this Is

spirit, but never sell their hart «»* '̂ '̂ Th! people whom *he radio of
tL rabble and riff-raff from whl ch ̂  £er '̂plff-raff wlll not sell their home-
the mercenary king has desc ribed «̂ *̂ » d '̂  fflercenary master and the agent-
land for all the money and gold in tta MW«. . country cheaply

rulers of Jordan and their kind sell «»£££, ^̂ ^ klng sold U8 to
King Abdullah sold all of us » £££. between the rabble and the masters,But the master8 whoro
»ro«»rr

la* h°n°°'-

democracy, and social Justice.
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(d) Damascus home service and Cairo home service and "Voice of the Arabs" 1̂ .10 GMT
16.10.60 (relay) • • "•

Precis of speech by Naslr from the HornsGovernment House balcony:

Compatriots: If any country In the world can be called strong because its
people are strong, then we must be one of 'the strongest countries in the world, because
our people are strong iri every sense'. Every time "I meet you I see strength emanating
from you. I have seen how strong the people are'in every area that I have visited.
I feel this strength here today in your town of Horns. Leaders cannot feel that they
are strong unless they have strong people behind them - and you are strong people.

Every'time I meet you, I feel -that I am stronger than ever. .You are the
people who resolved to establish the UAR and who raised the banner of Arab nationalism.
"When the UAR was established I said, brethren, on that day: I see a great State
emerging in this East. And I meant everything I said, because I .saw this great and
strong people who, for the first time in contemporary history, were able to lay down
the UAR borders with their own hands. By this .great work, compatriots, you were able
to exterminate all Imperialist attempts to dominate us and all imperialist influence."

Through this strong people, our Republic will be able to realise all our
cherished aspirations - the aspirations to unity, the establishment of a socialist,
democratic and co-operative society, and the development and Industrialisation of our
Republic.

After the second world war imperialism tried to disintegrate this region,
knowing that Syria was the pulsating heart of Arabism and that Syrians continued
existence Would eventually lead to Arab nationalism and unity. So imperialism employed
its agents in this area to destroy Syria. What was the result? The free and heroic
Arabs triumphed and imperialism and its agents were defeated. Syria remained there
for its strong people to- raise the banner of Arab nationalism and unity. Imperialism
vanished for good. This was the secret of all imperialist attempts since the second
world war to destroy the Syrians. Indeed* the great Syrian people have taught imperial-
Ism many lessons.

Compatriots: You have 'always, called for Independence and unity, because
independence is the way to unity arid unity is the way to strength and respectable life.
"When imperialism sought to dominate our homeland, it began by first dividing the Arab
world into small divisions and concentrating its hirelings so as to secure firm supporters,
against the Arab people. But:Syria understood this from the very first day and so
resolved on Arab Independence and unity. When Syria became independent every individual
among the sons of these people cried out, while the Syrian flag was being hoisted, that
the Syrian peopie would sacrifice themselves for this flag. Ho flag'Whatsoever would
fly above this flag except the Arab flag, the flag of Arab unity."

Your call for unity has spread to all parts of the Arab world and to your
brethren in Egypt. They welcomed these feelings with similar ones. "Your brethren
in Iraq fought and struggled for i&deptaflence, because they felt that independence was
the way to Arab nationalism and unity. Your call also spread to Jordan, to Amman,
where your brethren fight for independence and freedom, because they feel that this is
the way to unity and respectable life." '

In 19̂ 8, imperialism used agents to crush Arab nationalism in Palestine and,
because of our division, a beloved part of our homeland was usurped and granted to
Zionism. We were seven Arab armies fighting Zionist gangs, and yet we were unable to
achieve our aim of preserving Palestine.

Since 19̂ 8 we have been engaged in a continuous battle for freedom and '•
independence against treason and agents, arid for the sake of unity. "We know that all
these battles are only stages leading up to the' greater battle to restore Palestine and
the rights of the Palestinians. If we want to preserve our Arab homeland and restore
the rights of the Arab Palestinians, we must exterminate imperialism; its collaborators,
treason, and agents. Despite Imperialist plbtsi we must all work to strengthen our
independence and develop our countries;" Then, armed with national unity, we must
proceed to realise greater Arab unity. This, brethren, is our way to liberate Palestine."
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The Arabs know that division and false borders led to the loss of
Palestine. They have, therefore, pledged themselves to remove these false borders
and to realise Arab unity. Before unity, Imperialism and Zionism fought us with
all weapons; they even resorted to armed aggression. What was the result?
Plots and aggressions were strongly resisted and destroyed. We have triumphed
in all battles against imperialism, Zionism, and agents. Imperialism today is
fighting a last-ditch battle against the Arabs. Today I see you stronger than
ever, and no wonder - you are nurtured on victories, and victories produce strength.
May God grant you success always. Peace be with you.

(e) Damascus home service and Cairo home service and "Voice of the Arabs" 09-57 GMT
17.10.60 (relay)

Precis, Including quoted passages, of speech by Naslr from the Damascus Guest Palace
balcony:

Brother compatriots, I am happy to meet you here in your immortal city of
Damascus and to see the strong people who are pledged to march on the road of power
and life. Every time I see you I thank God for this power expressed by you, and
my heart becomes reasared that our revolution Is proceeding towards victory with the
help of God. You are the people who have revolted through the ages for the realis-
ation of the major objectives freedom and independence and the extermination and
consolidation of Arab nationalism and Arab unity.

"We have all worked for the political revolution because we all believed
that a political revolution was necessary for our liberation from imperialism and
exploitation." You have always worked for the political, Arab and social revolut-
ions. You realised the political revolution, achieved Independence, faced the forces
of Imperialism, and destroyed imperialism and its plots. You upheld the cause of
Arab nationalism and Arab unity. Your brothers In Egypt proceeded along the same
road. They worked for the realisation of the political and Arab revolutions.

In 19̂ 8 we went to Palestine to fight for Palestine and the Arab nation,
and while fighting in Palestine we felt that the political, Arab and social revolut-
ions were imperative. After the revolution I said in my book "The philosophy of
the revolution" that sadness filled our hearts when we were fighting in Palestine
because the rulers and "the corrupt king" at that time exploited the Palestine war
as a means to grow rich, "Opportunism and exploitation were the major obstacles
in the way of what should have been our course In the Palestine war." We felt at
the time and said that "the battlefield should first be Cairo If we wished to
liberate Palestine". This is the political revolution of which I am speaking and
which you understood and upheld in the past. This is also the social revolution.
This was the feeling of every Arab. Palestine was lost without fighting, by
treason and exploitation. It was lost because some sold it to Imperialism and
Zionism. They also sold us when we were fighting there. When King Abdullah sold
Palestine to Zionism and Israel it was clear that a political revolution was
necessary, just as when tha corrupt Ulng in Egypt exploited the Palestine war to
make money.

"The people of Jordan got rid of King Abdullah, who had sold them to
imperialism and Zionism. The people of Egypt carried out their revolution to do
away with the corrupt monarchy which represented both political and social corrupt-
ion. The people In sister Iraq then struggled to carry out their political and
social revolutions, to destroy the elements of treason and opportunism, and to
destroy Nuri as-Sa'id, who had sold Palestine and the entire Arab nation to Zionism
and Imperialism."

All the Arab people in every place and in every Arab country know their
way, "political and social revolution for the realisation of the objectives of the
great Arab revolution for which we all work". The people are the pioneers of the
holy march towards the realisation of the political and social revolutions and Arab
unity. There is no place for Imperialism or imperialist influence in our country.
There is no place for agents among us. This is the country of the honest and free
people. It is the home of Adnan al-Madani, who gave his life and blood for it. We
are all ready to give our lives and blood for the honour and freedom of our country.
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We proceed in our political revolution, taking lessons from the past when
imperialism tried to divide us. The people are determined to unite and establish
a national unity working for the realisation of their honest objectives. You are
a united people whom Imperialism cannot divide. Every one of us loves his brother.
"When Adnan al-Madarii sacrificed his blood he was expressing his love, appreioation
and fatih in you, in this heroic people." He could have bought his life with
money or treason, but he was the righteous son of Syria. He set an example for
us all and showed that this Is an Immortal nation.

You have revolted and destroyed sectarianism. "There is no place for
sectarianism-mongers among us." When France occupied this country it tried to
use this trade, but the free and conscious people refused to be deceived. "The
Muslim and the Christian fought imperialism" and forced Prance .to withdraw. There
were Christian and Muslim martyrs, all Arab martyrs.

In the meantime we did not ignore our social revolution. No monopoly,
no exploitation and no feudalism, but social Justice with no group of people dominat-
ing the rest or one class of people dominating another. In the past imperialism
trid to prevent us from developing our country and from turning It into an
industrial country and a country advanced in agriculture. Today we are free and
are advancing forward in our social revolution side by side with our political
revolution. We have never forgotten our great Arab revolution for which you
have struggled. You said: We raise the Syrian flag, and no flag can rise above
it except that of Arab unity. You never forget your brothers throughout the Arab
nation. In Aleppo there were children no older than 5 chanting: "Brother in
Amman, brother in Oman, brother in the South, brother in Algeria." This is the
spirit of the people and the secret of their power. With your strength and power,
which I have seen today, we proceed in our Arab revolution.

When imperialism dominates any Arab country it works to "make a small
group of people dominate it, depending on exploitation and on the accumulation of
as much money as possible. It depends on its agents, the traitors. The example
is near us in Jordan. Imperialism depends on the hired king and a small group
of agents", but the people of Jordan are Arab people. "Before the first world
war there was no TransJordan. There were the people of Syria. The boundaries
of Syria extended to Aqabah in the south. There is no difference between the
people of Syria and the people of Jordan. We are all one people. After the first
world war imperialism wanted to destroy Syria and repay its agents. "It thus out
Off Transjordan from Syria, made it an amlrate, and gave it to the Amir Abdullah,
who later sold us after he had called himself King Abdullah." This is what
happened in the past. Why do the imperialist agents, the hired king and rulers
of Jordan, now launch rapid campaigns against Arab nationalism and Arab unity1?
Imperialism out off this region from Syria for them and established a kingdom for
them. "They thus consider themselves Britain's heirs to the people of Jordan,
and consider themselves the masters and the people of Jordan the slaves." They
can in no way approve of the principle of Arab nationalism, national or Arab unity,
because they are an expression of the political and social revolutions. "How can
the hired king approve of a political revolution in his country? How can he
consent to Britain's leaving when he finds protection behind its bayonets and
influence? How can he approve of social Justice when he lives on the exploit-
ation and enslavement of the Arab people of Jordan?" These are the elements
which "drive whoever advocates Isolation". They are an embodiment of selfish-
ness, exploitation and opportunism.

The Arab people in every Arab country have always believed in Arab
unity. After the first world war imperialism divided our homeland, planted its
agents and promised Palestine to Israel. It believed it could destroy Arab
nationalism. The Arab people always revolted against imperialism. You revolted
"here in Damascus, and your brothers revolted in Beirut, Baghdad and Cairo", We
thank Cod because He gave us victory. We ask God always to help us defeat our
enemies. You have triumphed in a'll your battles. .That was the inevitable result
of your struggle and your faith in God and your homeland. Peace be with you.
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/ BRITISH DIPLOMATIC MISSION,

N°-81 CAIRO.

(10&16/60) October 20, I960.
CONFIDENTIAL

My Lord,

Now that the dust raised in Cairo by President

Nasser's attendance at the General Assembly of the

United Nations has settled, I have the honour- to

review some of its more interesting consequences as

they appear from this post,

2. I need not dwell on the excesses of the Cairo

propaganda machine between the lith of September,

when it was announced that President Nasser would

attend the General Assembly,, and some days after his

return to C. iro on the 5th of October. It is enough

to say that the press scaled heights of fulsome and

slavish adulation which, even these past masters of

the art had scarcely hitherto attempted. In view of

the occasion thib was perhaps inevitable and, beneath

the heaving mass of C'Midy floss, a more significant

trend was discernable. For the first tiae for months

the press (and Egypt! an journal is ts freely admit that

government instructions to the purpose were sent to

all papers) adopted a strictly "positive neutralist"

/line;

The Right Honourable

The Earl of Home,

etc. , etc. , etc. ,

FOREIGN OFFICE.

CONFIDENTIAL
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line: the public was spaced the sharp contrast

of praise for the Soviet Union with abuse and

denigration of the United States and other V/estern

powers, which had been so familiar a feature since

early this year. Nasser was of course the hero

throughout, but he was depicted as patronising and

instructing Llr, Khrushchev and President Eisenhower

impartially. Mr. Khrushchev's attacks on the

Secretary-General passed without comment and head-

lines on many occasions recorded that his actions

had led to an increase of world tension. Cordial

references to President Eisenhower and the United

States were not infrequent, 'while the Prime Minister's

meetings with President Nasser- were well and favour-

ably covered. In general the press concentrated

throughout on the line that positive neutralism and

non-alignment, as symbolised by President Nasser,

were the only hope for a relaxation of tension and

for world peace; and that the weight of opinion of

the rapidly increasing number of •uncommitted, nations

was at last having a significant effect on the

policies of the two great power blocs,

3, These attitudes, stripped of their extravagant

presentation, were reflected in what might be des-

cribed as "intelligent public opinion" in Cairo.

/Many

CONFIDENTIAL
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Many Egyptians In private conversation expressed

their pleasure at president Nasser's nev/~found

neutralist, as opposed to apparently pro-Soviet,

stand, and there ,/as much relief at the parallel

change in the press. There was also a noticeable

(feel ing of enhanced prestige. As many Egyptians

sa,/ it, the United Arab Republic as represented by

President Nasser at the United Nations, had at last

risen above the relatively parochial level of Middle

Eastern and even Afro-Asian affairs, and had begun to

play a genuinely constructive part on the world stage.

Even the most cynical Egyptians praised Nasser1 s

speech of the 17th of September to the General

Assembly for touching so lightly on local problems

and for concentrating with measured statesmanship on

broader issues. Satisfaction was also expressed at

the passages dealing v^ith the United Nations in

Nasser's public speech on his return to Cairo on the

5th of October (my telegram No. 754) and in his
3 ^ address to the National Assembly on the 12th of

,October (my telegram No. 784).

4. These trends are healthy and to be welcomed,

and I believe that the effect of the Whole exercise
\s

on President Nasser's mentality will prove to be

beneficial. (It is in itself worth noting that this

/was
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l\o

was the first occasion on which he had ever

travelled west of Belgrade). Hot only was he able

to indulge at the highest level his genuine pre-

occupation with the international responsibilities

of the neutralist powers, but some of his more un-

fortunate preconceptions seem to have been shaken.

This emerged in the friendly references which he

made to the Prime Minister in conversation with the

Speaker of the Canadian House of Commons on the

1th of October (my telegram No. 783). Again a

senior Egyptian journalist who accompanied the

party to New York has told a member of the staff

that president Nasser v/as very pleased with his

talk with President Eisenhower, and that the absence

of Zionist demonstrations during his stay in New

York made him revise his deep conviction that the

United States Government was controlled by American

Zionism., He also had an opportunity to see

Communist leaders at their worst; and the same

Egyptian journalist said that President Nasser had

indulged in active lobbying, particularly amongst

the new African states, against Mr. Khrushchev's

attack on the Secretary-General's person and office.

These gratifying developments in President Nasser's

outlook were evident in his address to the National

/Assembly

CONFIDENTIAL
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Assembly on the 12th of October. His cordial

references to President Eisenhower and his mention

of the crisis in U.A.E. /Soviet relations in 1959

provided a striking contrast with the general tenor

of his public speeches over the past eight months,

5, There have, of course, already been set-

backs. First, the failure of the Five-Power draft

resolution, which in U. A.R. eyes originated en-

tirely in President Nasser's speech to the General

Assembly, caused bitter disappointment here. This

was reflected in the speech of the 5th of October

in which -President Nasser criticised Mr. Henzies in

resentful terms, and the press has since made free

play v/ith allegations of .Yestern conspiracies, Mr,

Menzies being depicted as an instrument of Western

cold war objectives. Happily President Nasser 's

reference to this incident in his address to the

National Assembly 'was comparatively mild and the

subject has now been dropped. Secondly King

Hussein's speech to the General Assembly, and the

death of the Syrian pilot, Adnan l.iadani, in .'mman,

roused President Nasser to the violent and abusive

attack on King Hussein which so markedly offset

the moderate tone of the remainder of his speech on

his return to Cairo. And at this moment we are

/being

CONFIDENTIAL
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being treated, to the less attractive side of the

President's character, the intemperate demagogue

delivering rabble-rousing speeches in byria, as

opposed, to the moderate international statesman

of the G-ene ra 1 JVssemb ly.

6. On balance, however-, the ./est can I think

derive some satisfaction from the results of President

Nasser 's visit to New York. Not only have some of

his personal suspicions been allayed through his

contacts with Western leaders, but he appears, at

any r:te temporarily, to have adopted a more realistic

attitude towards the Soviet Union and to have re-

turned to his position on the international fence.

It is also to be hoped that the experience may have

educated him to some extent out of the distressing

parochialism v/hich besets the Arab world. It is

after all the first time th:-it President Nasser has

appeared on the world stage wi thout having been

hoisted there by a Middle East crisis.

7. I an sending copies of this despatch to Her

Majes ty ' s Representatives at v'/ashington, Amman,

/Baghdad

CONFIDENTIAL
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Baghdad, and Beirut; to the Head of the United

Kingdom Mission to the United Nations, and to

the Political ..'representatives with the Middle

E;..st Forces aud the British Forces, Arabian

Peninsular.

I have the honour to be,
with the highest respect,

My Lord,
Your Lordship's obedient Servant,

P.H. G. vYright.

CONFIDENT'IA]
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BRITISH EMBASSY

CONFIDENTIAL TEHRAN

November $0, 1960

Dear Department,

Dm-inr the past week there has heen an unusual
conceSiSion o/hostile criticiam of President leaser
in the Iranian press, indicative of the oitter ieeiing
against him that persists here.

p We enclose a Drief summary of the articles we have
seen ?Sohld as their su^ect the Arah petroleum

arents. One article, which harked bacjc_to trie ^ptian

curry favour with the Government.

s

SJiild ?o Seopen, was Piously in hunfcle expxatxon 01
this misdeed.

we are sendinF a copy of this, letter to the Britishe are sen ,
Diplomat i S M i s S l o i n C a i o , the Embassy at Ankara and the
Regional Information Office, Beirut.

Yours ever,

CHANCERY,ft.

Eastern Department,
Foreign Office,

London, S.W.I.

GOHPIDEMTIAL
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SUMMARY OF IRANIAN
GONGER3flNG"PRBS IDEHT. .

WEEK, BTTOING_NPV. 27 1.960

"Kaihan" (Independent)

November 19: Article representing the Petroleum Conference at
Swait as an Eghyptian manoeuvre to extend her own octroi in
this field and make propaganda against Iran out of the sale 01
ex-Iranian petroleum to Israel 0

"Pai gham-ej-Bmruz " (independent)

November 19: Editorial on the same lines as "Kaihan".

"Ettelaat" (Pro-government)

November 22: Blamed false rumours of a coup d'etat in Iran
upon the machinations of Nasser's agents.

"Jahan" (Radical)

November 2J>\ Same line as "Sttelaat".

n" (Strongly pro- government)

November 23: Same line as "Ettelaat".

^Ettelaat" (Progovernment

November 23: Frustration of Nasser's plots against Jordan.

_̂ S et ar e-y e-T ehr an " (independent)

November 2k. Editorial raking up Nasser's ignominious
defeat "by the Israeli's in the Sinai.

"Kaihan International" (Independent)

November 2k: Article "exposing" Nasser's "poisonous dagger
at the "back of Sudan".

"Tolu" (Pro-Government)

November 25: Article describing Nasser as the enemy of
peace and security in the Middle Last8
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LEVANT DEPARTMENT

SUBJECT:

Oft

MINUTES

This is revealing. Mr. Meyer seems to have been
hardening in his views oft- the Egyptians recently. Of
course, the State Department's view varies in proportion

•to the extent to which at any given time the Egyptians
are or are not playing the Russian game. It may be
recalled that when we were in the throes of negotiating
the Financial Agreement, we were often hard put to it
to justify its conclusion to Mr. Dulles and the State
Department on the grounds that it would not represent <*•
victory for Nasser, which they were anxious to avoid.
It was not long before we were having to restrain the
State Department from authorising the release of
Egyptian funds and the resumption of aid programmes,
while we were still in difficulties. Then after the
swing of the Iraqi situation in favour of the Russians,
the Americans began to see Nasser as a bulwark against
Communism. Now the pendulum is swinging again and,
partly because of the Congo, they again see him as a
tool of the Russians. Several months ago the G.I.A.
were saying that there were signs of a U.A.R./U.S.S.R.
rapprochement.

2. I doubt whether the nationalisation of Belgian
assets, will be enough to cause the State Dept. seriously
to reHfUlAtf their programme of aid to the U.A.R., nor
whether the International Bank will seriously consider
interfering with the payments under the I.B.R.D. Loan
Agreement for Suez Canal development.

3- It is disappointing that the new American Ambassador
in Cairo is not doing better, and this underlines the
need for *Wfc»appointment of our own Ambassador. Not
that Mr. Hare was much help to us, since he held his
cards exceedingly close to the chest, and I think we
only saw extracts from one despatch of his during the
whole time he was in Cairo. There is now a better
working relationship between the British Diplomatic
Mission and the U.S. Embassy. It is also a great pity
that the Canadian Ambassador, Mr. Arnold Smith, who had
comparatively good contacts with Egyptian military
leaders, is being transferred. None of the other Western
Ambassadors seem yery well informed, to judge from the

get i

1960
(R. Arculus)
December 1U»
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BY AIR BAG
10620/118/60

British Embassy,

Washington, D.C,

December 7, 1960.

At dinner last night Armln Meyer had some interesting
things to say about Nasser,

2. lie said that the nationalisation of Belgian assets
in Egypt, coming on top of everything else, made one wonder
whether the nan was 'beyond hope. When he was over in this
country, the State Department had made a determined effort
to demonstrate $ust how much the United States had done for
him over the years and had produced figures showing that
he had received some &kOO million in American aid since the
revolution, |30Ô  million of which (admittedly mostly in
P.L.h.80 supplies) had been made available within the last
tv/o years under the "normalisation programme". This had
indeed seemed to make an impression on Nasser, and the
Americans thought ' they had detected a falling off in anti-
American propaganda for a fortnight or so following his return.
to Sgypt. How he was back at his old tricks again. On the
U.A..K. experience in the Congo, Meyer thought that it had
"been a saliitary lesson for Nasser, though he feared it would
take a lot more than that to make him realise that he was
not destined to "be the standard-bearer of anti-colonialism
in Africa, (in connection with the seizure of Belgian assets
II iff of the World Bank, who was present, remarked that he
had shaken the Egyptians here "by telling them - albeit in jest -
that this kind of "behaviour might cause the Bank to think
tv/ice about continuing payments under the Suez Canal Loan),

3, Asked how Seinhardt was doing in Cairo, Meyer said that
frankly he was disappointed. After all the heart-to-heart
talks which Ray Hare" had had with Hasser, Reinhardt since his
arrival had had only one conversation that had achieved anything
like the same degree of intimacy. In the course of this Nasser
had referred cheerfully to a series of contacts he had had
with Moshe Sharett 'between 1952 and 1935, as if to imply that
he was not implacably opposed to a settlement with Israel,
This comparative lack of rapport was not Reinhardt 's fault,
merely a reflection of the fact that with .-\rabs one could not
[expect to inherit fron one's predecessor as a matter of course
J the kind of relationship that" Hare had had with Hasser.
Personally Meyer thought it had been a mistake to bring Hare
away from Cairo, especially. as he had not wanted to leâ e himself,
lie thought it quite" likely that Hare would "be moved from his
present job under the new Administration. He did not know
about Lewis Jones but put the chances about even.

in Cairo.
I am sending a copy of this letter to Geoffrey Arthur

(1. S. Weir)

J.G.8. Beith, Esq.., C.M.G.,
Levant Department...

Foreign Office, S.W.1,
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Addressed to Foreign Office Saving Telegram No.178 of
December 27, repeated Saving to:-for information

Beirut 121
Baghdad 63
Amman 50
POMEF 108
POBFAP 36
Washington 80
Paris 54
UK Del. NATO 31
Tel Aviv 47
UK Mission New York 60

President Nasser delivered a tv/o hour speech to the
people of Said on "Victory Day" on December 23.

Nasser began with a Ion. dissertation on the fearless
successful struggle of the Egyptians and Syrians to
themselves of imperialism, and its stooges and to establish

Arab nationalism and unity, social justice,
democratic co-operative society. He spoke
but unsuccessful opposition of the im-

After familiar references to

2.
and
rid
the principles of
and the socialist
of the relentless
perialists to these principles.
the "eleven secret radio stations" established by imperialism
to create dissension be Ween the U.A.R. and the rest of the
Arab world, and to the role formerly played by British
Ambassadors in Egypt, he concluded that imperialism, having
failed in all direct operations, was now using Israel and
imperialist stooges as its spearhead.

3. Nasser then launched a scathing attack on King Hussein,
pouring scorn on Hussein's allegations of U.A.R. plots.
The U.A.R. was responsible for the freedom of the Arab nation
and for the establishment of social justice in every Arab

/country
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country. The U.A.R, would eradicate the stooges of
imperialism throughout the Arab world. Imperialist stooges,
Including King Husein, were trying to destroy the union
between Egypt aid Syria by casting doubt on the strength of the
Syrian economy.

4, Turning to reports about the manufacture of an Israeli
atomic bomb, Nasser declared that the Arabs were no more
frightened of this than they had been of Britain, herself
an atomic power, in 1956. If Israel could make an atomic
bomb, so could the U, A. P,, The U. A. R. would always maintain
superiority,over Israel, regardless of sacrifice or expense.
If Israel was making an atom bomb, the U. :..R. would have to
attack the base of aggression. If the imperialists gave
Israel atomic weapons, the U. A.R. wonid secure such weapons
at any cost., If "Israel was in alliance with the West against
the Arabs, the U. A.R. would adopt any means to safeguard the
country and destroy her enemies.

5, On .Algeria, he concentrated his attack on NATO, which he
described as the Arabs ' enemy No.l, for it supplied France
with arms and fought against the principles of the U.A.R.

6, Nasser then turned on the United States. The Americans
had accused the U.A.Ii. of voting at the United Nations
fourteen times with the Russians, and not once with the
United States. U.A.R. votes were not for sale, they were
cast on principle. The United States had given Israel
$3,000 million during the last ten years. Thus , ' i f Israel
was now manufacturing an atomic bomb, the money had come from
the United States. Every bullet fired to kill an Arab was
paid for by American and Western imperialism. The same
applied in Algeria.

7, Turning to the Congo, IT^cser Accused the United nations
of carrying out Uni t_6 States policy. The United Nations
Organisation had become a vehicle for imperialism and had
betrayed itself in the Congo. The United Nations Secretariat
was also responsible and must bo re-organised,

8, Masser concluded his speech with a passage on the
realisation of the social, economic and political objectives
of the Egyptian revolution.
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Port preoedi"S telegram

The speech was rambling and repetitive, the tone
harsh and demagogic. Though Nasser said nothing new,
His attack on the West was more thoroughgoing and com-
prehensive than usual.

2, The main points of interest were:

(a) Nasser attacked the United States more often and
more fiercely than any other Western power.

(b) He was particularly hard on NATO and his remarks on
this theme were not confined entirely to the contextof Algeria.

(c) When speaIcing of -positive neutralism and the Israeli
atomic bomb, he made it clear by implication that
he was prepared to go to any lengths to obtain
nuclear or other weapons from the Soviet Union if
Israel got them.

(d) The only spontaneous reaction from the crowd
seemed to be when Nasser poured his scorn on King
Hussein. He was at his most effective in this part
of his speech.

V.


